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Until now the concept or regional stratigraphic control 
of hydrothermal ore deposits has not received much attention 
in the literature as a possible exploration guide for loca-
ting additional ore bodies. This concept is applied on a 
regional scale to Paleozoic strata in thirteen mining dis-
tricts with hydrothermal base-metal deposits in a 35,300 
square mile area or southwest New Mexico. 
The rocks at the stratigraphic position of the ore-zones 
are characterized as massive- to thick-bedded with less than 
5 percent chert present. The rocks are abundantly to moder-
ately fractured. Fine- to medium-grained dolomite is the 
dominapt host-rock in the lower Paleozoic and limestone is the 
host-rock in the upper Paleozoic. Limestones have been the 
most productive. Grainstones and packstones have shown large 
production while carbonate mudstones and wackestones are more 
common in less productive horizons. 
The basal Paleozoic Bliss Sandstone (Cambrian-Ordovician) 
and Devonian shale strata are barren of ore deposits. The pro-
ductive Paleozoic subdivisions in order of decreasing produc-
tivity are the Mississippian strata, Pennsylvanian strata, 
Fusselman Dolomite (Silurian), Montoya Dolomite (Ordovician), 
El Paso Limestone (Ordovician) and Permian strata. These 
strata have been the major host-rock for lead and zinc pro-
duced in New Mexico during the period 1848 to 1959. 
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Local thickness trends except in two cases appear to 
exert little influence on ore deposition. The presence of 
overlying shale appears to localize deposits near the top of 
favorable strata_ Lead is the dominant base-metal produced 
from lower Paleozoic dolomite host-rock while zinc is the 
dominant metal produced from upper Paleozoic limestone host-
rock. 
Favorable Paleozoic strata near Laramide intrusives of 
proper size and character represent an ideal exploration tar-
get in southwest New Mexico. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Purpose and Scope o~ Investigation 
The day of rinding ore bodies in surrace outcrops is 
practically gone. Future exploration ef~orts must employ 
increasingly more sophisticated exploration concepts and 
techniques to locate ore bodies which do not have obvious 
indications of their presence at or near the surrace of the 
earth. Such field and laboratory methods as geochemical, 
geophysical, and structural analysis are currently being 
successrully used in the search for blind ore bodies and 
mining districts. The increasing demand for ore reserves, 
however, requires constant improvement of existing explora-
tion methods and development of new methods. 
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One possible aid in selecting and narrowing target areas 
which might contain ore deposits is stratigraphic analysis. 
This approach to mineral exploration has not received much 
attention in the past. The present research is an attempt 
to evaluate the role of several stratigraphic factors in 
localizing hydrothermal replacement deposits of base-metal 
sulf'ides. 
The f'actors investigated were !'ormation thickness, the 
relationship between lithoracies and ore deposit distribu-
tion, the relation of' sedimentary stratigraphy to nearby 
Tertiary igneous intrusions, the stratigraphic setting and 
position of favored units, carbonate petrology including 
dolomite to dolomite plus calcite ratios, competency as 
related to bedding thickness, and jointing characteristics. 
This investigation does not deal directly with the gen-
esis o£ the deposits studied. In a study or this type, how-
ever the hydrothermal replacement theory or ore genesis of 
the ore bodies, as accepted by the investigator, largely 
determined the course of the study. In recent years new and 
old ideas on the origin of what formerly were classed as 
hydrothermal deposits are being actively re-evaluated. In 
the districts studied the hydrothermal replacement genesis 
proposed by previous workers who have done detailed work in 
the areas is accepted. As far as is known, no one has 
questioned this genesis ror the thirteen districts studied. 
The deposits in these districts are classed as hydrothermal, 
and include both mesothermal and pyr~etasamatic types. 
A regional approach to stratigraphy as an ore control 
has been used in the study for two reasons. The rirst is 
that very little published work exists on stratigraphy Eer 
~as a control or hydrother.mal ore deposits. Because of 
the widespread distribution of the districts, a regional 
approach was considered as yielding more results than a sin-
gle district or mine. Secondly, mineral exploration gener-
ally begins with a regional study in order to develop ideas 
and concepts for potential target areas. 
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Major objectives of the study were to determine signifi-
cant factors of the favorable stratigraphy in the localiza-
tion of hydrother.mal replacement deposits. A supporting ob-
jective was to suggest other research areas which could assist 
in using stratigraphic analysis as a useful exploration tool. 
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The scope of the research project included field obser-
vation and sampling of favorable and unfavorable stratigra-
phic units, measurements of stratigraphic sections, and 
analysis of the above mentioned stratigraphic characteris-
tics. The study was limited to the Paleozoic rocks of thir-
teen mining districts in southwestern New Mexico (Figure 1 ). 
Two Paleozoic sections not located in areas of known economic 
mineralization (Figure 1) were included in the investigation. 
The thirteen mining districts and included stratigraphy se-
lected for investigation were chosen because of significant 
production of sulfide or oxidized sulfide ores of copper, 
lead, and zinc from hydrothermal replacement deposits in 
Paleozoic carbonate rocks. 
Location of Areas Studied 
Fifteen specific areas in southwest, south-central, cen-
tral and west-central New Mexico were included as part of the 
stratigraphic investigation. Thirteen of these areas were 
mining districts. The other two were areas with well exposed 
Paleozoic sections not located in mining districts. Figures 
1 and 2 show the location of these study areas within New 
Mexico. The area of New Mexico southeast of the Colorado 
Plateau shown in Figure 2 and several similar subsequent maps 
in this report is approximately 35,300 square miles. 
The general area of the investigation is in the Basin 
and Range physiographic province southeast of the Colorado 
Plateau. This consists of isolated fault-block ranges rising 
above semiarid bolson plains (Kottlowski, 1963, p. 2). Pre-






















Fipre 1 Location Map. Studied mining district locations shown by solid black dots. Solid 
black triangles show the locations of the studied stratigraphic sections which are 
in areas of no known economic base-metal mineralization. 
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Figure 2 Physiographic features of southwest New Mexico. Mining districts: N-New 
Placers, M-Magdalena, Ha-Hansonburg, He-Hermosa, K-Kingston, Sw-Swartz, Ce-
Central, P-Pinos Altos, CP-Cooks Peak, 0-0rgan, V-Victorio, SS-San Simon, T-
Tres Hermanas. Stratigraphic sections: Ca-Caballo Mts. and Sac-Sacramento Mts. 
in the roughly linear, north-trending ranges. The bolson 
plains and stream valleys are underlain by Quaternary and 
Tertiary sediments. 
The districts are distributed around the southeast bor-
der or the Colorado Plateau and rall along the New Mexico 
mineral belt. Jerome and Cook (1967, p. 6) describe the 
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New Mexico mineral belt as containing most or the state's 
districts which produce gold, silver, copper, lead and zinc. 
The axis or this belt begins northeast or the New Placers 
district and trends southwestward through the districts or 
New Placers, Magdalena, Central and San Simon and continues 
southwestward through Bisbee, Arizona and into Mexico. The 
Central district marks about the eastern margin or the South-
west Porphyry Copper province. 
The mileage distances given in the rollowing discussion 
or mining district locations are in terms or direct airline 
miles and not road mileages. The San Simon district is 22 
miles southwest or Lordsburg, New Mexico in the central part 
or the Peloncillo Mountains. The Tres Her.manas district is 
on the northern rlank or the Tres Hermanas Mountains 23 miles 
south or Deming, New Mexico. The Victoria district is on a 
small hill on the southeast edge of the Victoria Mountains 21 
miles west-southwest or Deming, New Mexico. Nineteen miles 
north or Deming lies the Cooks Peak district in the northern 
part of the Cooks Range. The Jose mining district is here 
included as part of the Cooks Peak district. The Black Range 
as used in this report and shown in Figure 2 actually consists 
or the Cooks Range on the south, the Mimbres Mountains in the 
7 
central part including the area containing the Kingston and 
Swartz districts, and the Black Range to the north including 
the area to the west or the Hermosa district. The irregular 
northern part of the eastern boundary of Grant County follows 
the crest of this mountain system. 
The Swartz district lies just to the west of the crest 
of the Black Range about 41 miles north of Deming. The King-
ston district is 6 miles northeast of the Swartz district and 
lies just east of the Black Range crest. The Hermosa dis-
trict lies on the lower eastern flank of the Black Range 
about 26 miles west of Truth or Consequences, New Mexico, and 
21 miles north of the Swartz district. 
The Central and Pinos Altos districts lie in the irre-
gular mountainous country west of the Black Range and east of 
the Gila River. The Central district is centered 43 miles 
northwest of Deming, New Mexico and 49 miles northeast of 
Lordsburg, New Mexico. The Central district as used in this 
report follows the usage of Anderson, (1957). The Central 
district includes the sub-districts or Hanover, Fierro, Santa 
Rita (Chino), Copper Flat, and Georgetown. Also included are 
the mines northeast of the town of Central and around the 
town of Vanadium and at Shingle Canyon. The base-metal re-
placement deposits in Paleozoic strata are located only in 
the western part of the Pinos Altos district where an isola-
ted outcrop of' slightly less than one square mile are-a of Pale-
ozoic strata occurs. This outcrop is 10 miles west-northwest 
of' the Central district, 44 miles northeast of Lordsburg, New 
Mexico and 50 miles northeast of' Deming, New Mexico. 
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The Organ district extends north and south 8 miles along 
the northwestern flank of the Organ Mountains. The district 
is centered around the small settlement of Organ about 13 
miles northeast of Las Cruces, New Mexico. The Hansonburg 
district is located on the steep west-facing escarpment of 
the northwest part of the Oscura Mountains 33 miles south-
east of Socorro, New Mexico. The Magdalena district lies at 
the northern end of the Magdalena Mountains 18 miles west-
northwest of Socorro, New Mexico. The New Placers district 
is in the western part of the San Pedro Mountains 28 miles 
northeast of Albuquerque, New Mexico. 
One sampled Paleozoic section not in an area of known 
mineralization is on the steep west-facing escarpment of the 
Sacramento Mountains. The other section is on the steep 
west-facing escarpment of the Caballo Mountains. The Sacra-
mento section was collected along the south side of Alamo 
Canyon and along the north side of Mule Canyon 4 to 6 miles 
southeast of Alamogordo, New Mexico. The Caballo section is 
1 .75 miles south and southeast of Palomas Gap which is 6 
miles south-southeast of Truth or Consequences, New Mexico. 
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Stratigraphy as a Hydrothermal Ore Control 
Knowledge that some hydrothermal mineral deposits are 
limited to certain stratigraphic horizons is not new. It is 
even probable that prehistoric miners knew that some ores 
were limited to particular rock layers within their mine. 
With progress in the industry and greater sophistication of 
studies, geologic reports on districts with hydrothermal de-
posits described replacement of favorable stratigraphic hor-
izons by ore minerals. Yet, the literature search for this 
investigation revealed only a very small number of references 
on the subject of stratigraphic control of hydrothermal de-
posits. It is probable that references exist with titles 
that do not relate directly to stratigraphic control but con-
tain discussion of the subject. This type of reference is 
difficult to locate by normal bibliographic search methods. 
To supplement the older literature search method the 
services of Geo-Ref were used in an effort to find world-wide 
references onfue subject. Geo-Ref is the computerized geolo-
gical bibliographic service offered by the American Geologi-
cal Institute. As of June, 1972, the total Geo-Ref data base 
was nearly 130,000 citations dating from 1967. A Geo-Ref 
search in September, 19'{2, used the key-words "Stratigraphic 
controls" in combination with "copper", "lead", "zinc" and 
"sul.fides" . - Nine re:ferences were reported o.f which only two 
were o.f use. 
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Brief reviews of the few pertinent literature references 
located during the present study are described below. 
In an article on seven lead-zinc deposits in Mexico, 150 
to 350 miles southeast of Deming, New Mexico, Hayward and 
Triplett (1931) observed that marine dolomitic limestones con-
tain a large percentage o.f the ore, "in spite of the .fact that 
such beds may be overlain or underlain by pure limestone". 
They assumed the latter should be more favorable than dolomite 
to replacement because of the higher solubility o.f limestone 
in acid solutions. They concluded that the best explanation 
.for their observation was that dolomite beds under stress tend 
to brecciate and shatter more easily than other thinner non-
crystalline beds. The latter tend to absorb the stress by 
.folding or slipping along bedding planes. Also, the porosity 
of the dolomite was higher than that or the limestone. Their 
study indicated the dolomite had a much broader areal distri-
bution than the mineralization and was an original component 
o.f the sediment. 
Rove (1947) concluded that .favorability of stratigraphy 
to replacement mineralization is a .function of the rock's res-
ponse to structural stress. He conducted laboratory measure-
ments .for several physical constants (e.g. permeability, cru-
shing strength, impact strength, and grindability) of a few 
"favorable" limestone and dolomitic limestone ore-carrying 
horizons and compared these data with similarly measured con-
stants from the immediately overlying or underlying "unravor-
able" horizon. Rove concluded that secondary permeability pro-
duced during deror.mation was primarily responsible .for the mass 
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migration of ore-bearing solutions into the favorable ore 
horizons. He further noted that intergranular pore perme-
ability aided in the replacement only after the ore solution 
was present. Medium-grained rock of intermediate strength 
showed about equal amounts of shear and tension failure re-
sulting in maximum permeability. The proximity of stronger 
or weaker rock conditioned the deformation that would occur. 
As in the study by Hayward and Triplett, Rove noted a 
more widespread replacement of dolomite horizons · than lime-
stone horizons. He postulated that calcite deformed by flow-
age {a combination of twinning, gliding and recrystalliza-
tion) while dolomite deformed by flow and fracturing allowing 
open spaces to develop in the rock. 
In contrast to Hayward and Triplett, G. M. Fowler, quoted 
by Rove in reference to the Tri-State district-a Mississippi 
valley type deposit-stated that thin beds were more subject 
to replacement than thick-bedded strata which resist deform-
ation better than thin beds and are less likely to open lat-
erally for ore-bearing solutions. 
Cook (1957) noted the dominance of stratigraphic control 
of ore in the Main Tintic district in Utah. The bulk of the 
production from this rich silver-lead district has been from 
deposits created by secondary enrichment of sulfide replace-
ment of favorable beds in carbonate formations. Cook (Fig-
ure 6, p. 65) illustrated that mineralization tended to be 
concentrated in a few favorable formations in the Main and 
East Tintic mining districts. The strike of the ore zones 
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tend to follow the strike of bedding and bedding plane ~aults 
and parallel the plunge of the Tintic syncline. 
The important ore beds are characteristically interbedded 
with shale. Cook concluded this was of great importance be-
cause "under tectonic stress the shale .flowed and competent 
limestone fractured". The shale served as inert, locally 
impermeable barriers to the ore fluids which deposited their 
load in the reactive limestone (Cook~ p. 74). 
Cook noted that while fissures served locally as feeders 
they exerted relatively little influence on orientation or 
shape of the ore bodies. Also fissure veins tend to change 
to limestone replacement ore when the host is a thick, un-
metamorphose carbonate rock. Major profits o:f the mines 
were derived in areas o:f chimmeys or horizontal concentra-
tions o:f replacement ores which were a result of the inter-
section of limestone beds with :faults. 
Proctor (1959) demonstrated the close association bet-
ween :favorable strata and ore occurrence at sites o:f proper 
structure at the gold-producing Mercur district and the lead-
silver producing Ophir district in Utah. He pointed out that 
the regional significance of stratigraphy as an ore control 
is sometimes neglected. He showed that i:f a stratigraphic 
unit was mineralized in the Ophir-Mercur area the same unit, 
i:f present in the mineralized part of the Tintic district, 
might also be mineralized. Proctor also postulated that the 
stratigraphic units mineralized in the Stockton mining area 
may be the same as those mineralized in the Bingham mining 
area. 
In a study o~ ~ringe zone alteration in carbonate rocks 
in the North Tintic district, Proctor (1964) ~ound that those 
formations productive of ore in the Main Tintic district were 
also most susceptible to fringe-zone alteration by dolomiti-
zation, silicification and calcitization. Two formations 
which showed alteration in the study area although not known 
to be productive in the Main Tintic district were productive 
22 miles to the north in the Stockton-Ophir area. 
Callahan {1964, p. 192) pointed out that "the emphasis 
in mining geology during the past forty years has been on the 
••••• tectonic control of localization of ore in stratabound 
mineral deposits" and that "this preoccupation with structure 
has distracted attention from the existence and the signifi-
cance of· some very obvious 1 non-tectonic 1 coplanar porosity 
and per.meability developed during sedimentation or shortly 
thereafter which could not only localize ore deposition but 
also control the expression of fracturing and flexing during 
lithification and any subsequent deformation". This state-
ment and his argument "that some structural .features are a 
consequence and not the cause of the characteristics of the 
ore site" was used in reference to Mississippi Valley-Appala-
chian type deposits but might possibly apply to deposits of 
the present study. 
Wertz (1971) points out that nearly all the present cop-
per mining districts in southeast Arizona (Ajo and Morenci 
excluded) occur around the flanks of three Devonian limestone 
basins. The position o.f the districts also appears to cor-
respond to an optimum Devonian limestone thickness of 275 to 
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375 reet, they generally occur at noses and embayments within 
the basin and are located near major rracture intersections. 
Wertz feels that the location or districts at noses and em-
bay.ments may be logical when viewed in the light or work by 
Harris, T~lor and Walper (1960) which indicated concentra-
tions of fractures is greatest in areas or maximum curvature 
or beds or shoulder or rolds. Harris, Taylor and Walper al-
so specify that thickness and rock composition control the 
density and development or rractures in a rock unit. 
Eyde (1971) observed that as much as 30 percent or the 
total copper produced £ram porphyry copper deposits in the 
southwestern United States is rrom the intruded rocks which 
include limestone and dolomite. Geologic relationships in 
several districts in Arizona suggest that certain sedimen-
tary ror.mations are better host-rocks than others. Because 
same or the favorable ror.mations are distributed over much 
or south-eastern Arizona, Eyde feels that stratigraphic ana-
lysis should not be overlooked by the exploration seologist. 
Studies on an oil pool reservoir rock by London (1972) 
showed that fractures were commonly controlled by competent 
dolomite-rich sandstone layers, 1 to 2 reet thick, and not 
by competent limestone beds as previously . thought. London 
cites laboratory work by Griggs and Handin (1960) and work 
on carbonate outcrops by Stearns (1968) to explain the dir-
rerence in susceptibility to rracturing between limestone 
and dolomite beds. Calcite, when subjected to external st-
ress, defor.ms primarily by intra-granular flow (twin and 
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translation gli ding ) whi le dolomite. under the same c ondi-
tions, is more likely to deform by c atac l astic flow ( s l ip a -
long shear fractures}. The ordered replacement of ca++ ions 
by Mg++ ions in a l i mestone to form dolomite results in a 
crystal structure that is physically unsuited to twin and 
translation gliding. 
Southwest New Mexico Mining Districts 
The references cited below are not intended as a cam-
plete listing o£ previous work on the areas used for this re -
search. Only those works that had special significance to 
the research e£fort are noted. 
The earliest useful overall review and description of 
New Mexico metal mining districts was by Lindgren, Graton and 
Gordon (1910}. This report was updated by Lasky and Wootton 
(1933) who brie£ly described the features and production of 
the New Mexico mining districts up to 1930. Anderson (1957) 
supplemented the latter work through revisions and numerous 
additions to bring the geology and mineral production data 
o£ the districts current through 1954. The latter two works 
provided much of the production data in this report. 
The most recent detailed review and summary of the Penn-
sylvanian stratigraphy in southwest New Mexico and s outheast 
Arizona is by Kottlowski (1960). Kottlowski (1963} provides 
a less detailed but very useful review and summary of Paleo-
zoic and Mesozoic stratigr~hy of southwest and south-central 
New Mexico. The literature so far cited pertains to the en-
tire southwest New Mexico area. Intor.mation about the £i£teen 
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individual study areas was obtained from the rollowing liter-
ature. 
Otte (1959) and Pray (1961) provide geologic maps and 
describe in detail the stratigraphy and geology or adjoining 
segments or the escarpment area of the southern Sacramento 
Mountains, north and south or Alamagordo, New Mexico. Kelley 
and Silver (1952) mapped and described the stratigraphy and 
geology of the Caballo Mountains. 
The New Placers district is described by Atkinson (1961} 
in his report on the geology of the San Pedro Mountains. He 
describes the contact-metasomatic copper deposits and meso-
thermal lead-zinc deposits, both of which are in Pennsylvan-
ian limestone, and includes a geologic map or the area. 
Harrison (1949) and Emerick (1950) describe unaltered stra-
tigraphic sections just outside of the mineralized area. 
Dale and McKinney (1959} and Elston (1967) provide additional 
information on ore-productive horizons and mineral production 
figures for the district. 
Loughlin and Koschmann (1942) geologically mapped and 
described the Magdalena district in_detail. Their descrip-
tion of the stratigraphy, structural geology and zinc-lead-
copper mineralization and controls and excellent geologic map 
was a significant addition to the literature on a mining dis-
trict of New Mexico. Titley (1961) gives additional inform-
ation on genesis and ore controls in the southern part or the 
district. 
Lasky (1932} gives a good overall description of the 
Hansanburg lead, barite and fluorite district. Stratigraphic 
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relationships or several of the deposits are discussed by 
Kottlowski (1953) and Kopicki (1962)~ The carbonate petro-
logy of a stratigraphic section in the district and including 
the productive units is given by Hambleton (1962). Williams, 
Fillo, and Bloom (1964) give barite production rigures for 
the district but also include information about lead produc-
tion. The rluid inclusion studies or Ames (1958) and Road-
dar, Heyl and Creel (1968) give information on the formation 
of' the ore. Silverman (1973) studied geochemical anomalies 
in the district as related to the geology and ore deposits. 
Harley (1934) and Jahns (1955 and 1957) report the sil-
ver-gold-lead-zinc-copper production is f'rom the stratigraphic 
units below the Devonian shale in the Hermosa district. The 
reports by Jahns includes geologic maps of' the district. 
Jicha (1954) describes the paragensis . of the ores. 
Harley (1934) and Kuelbner (1954) reported on the silver-
lead-zinc deposits in the Silurian and Ordovician strata in 
the Kingston district. The geologic map by Kuellmer (1954) 
includes the Kingston district and the north part of' the 
Swartz district. Hill (1956) reports the zinc-lead deposits 
at the Gray Eagle mine in the Kingston district and Royal 
John, and Grandview mines in the Swartz district are f'ram 
Ordovician strata. Soule {1950) gives a geologic map and 
stratigraphic section of' the Royal John mine. 
The excellent general article by Hernon and Jones (1968) 
shows zinc-lead-copper replacement bodies in primarily Miss-
issippian strata but also are widespread in Pennsylvanian and 
Permian strata throughout the Central district. Silver-lead 
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deposits occur in Silurian strata in the Georgetown area. 
The report and geologic map of the geology of the Santa Rita 
quadrangle by Jones, Hernon and Moore (1967) provide the most 
up-to-date information available on igneous, s -tructural and 
stratigraphic features of the Central district. Lasky (1936) 
describes the mines in the Bayard area. Soule (1947) des-
cribes the Peerless mine and Mullen and Storms (1948) des-
cribes the mines at Copper Flat. 
The reports by Paige (1911) and Soule (1948} show zinc-
lead replacement bodies occur in Pennsylvanian strata in the 
west part of the Pinos Altos district. 
The geologic report and map by Jicha (1954a) of the Lake 
Valley quadrangle includes the Cooks Peak district. He des-
cribes the lead-zinc-silver replacement bodies in the Cooks 
Peak district as occurring in Silurian strata beneath Devon-
ian shale. Griswold (1961) provides production data for the 
district. 
Dunham (1935) described and mapped the Organ district. 
He reports the lead-zinc-silver replacement deposits are pri-
marily rrom lower Paleozoic dolomite and the pyrometasomatic 
copper-zinc-lead deposits are .from Mississippian and Penn-
sylvanian strata. 
The geologic map or the Tres Her.manas Mountains by Balk 
(1961) includes the Tres Hermanas mining district. Griswold 
(1961) describes the zinc-lead replacement deposits as occur-
ring primarily in Mississippian strata but also in Pennsyl-
vanian and Silurian strata. He includes a map o.f the Mahoney 
mining area. Kottlowski and Foster (1962) describe the 
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Paleozoic stratigraphy near the mining areas. Doraibabu 
(1972) and Doraibabu and Proctor (1973) noted the close spa-
tial relationship between trace-element geochemical anomalies 
in the Tres Her.manas stock and the ore deposits in adjacent 
rocks. 
Griswold (1961) mapped and described the Mine Hill area 
or the Victoria mining district. He notes this area contains 
replacement deposits or lead-silver-gold-zinc-copper in Sil-
urian dolomite. 
Gillerman (1958) mapped and described the geology or the 
central Peloncillo Mountains. This area includes the San 
Simon district. Gillerman notes the presence or lead-zinc-
copper-silver replacement deposits in Cretaceous 1 Mississi-
ppian, Pennsylvanian and Ordovician limestones. 
Introduction 
~lliTHOD OF INVESTIGATION 
Field Investigation 
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Eight weeks were spent in conducting the field investi-
gation during the months of June, July and August of 1971. 
During this time thirteen mining districts and two other 
areas not known to contain mineralized stratigraphic sections 
were visited. 
Only the New Placers, Central and Swartz mining dis-
tricts showed evidence of active mining operations. Mine-
workings were inaccessable in many of' the districts. Some 
exploration drilling was underway at the Organ and Magdalena 
districts, and a geophysical survey was being run in the Han-
sonburg area. 
The purpose of the field work was to: 1 .) obtain uni-
fied stratigraphic inf'ormation from the various districts on 
features of the sedimentary formations which could possible 
have acted as controls for ore depositions; 2.) collect re-
presentative sedimentary rock samples of relatively unaltered 
rock at and stratigraphically above and below the ore-bearing 
zones within or near the districts; and 3.) supplement and 
unify the stratigraphic information obtained from the liter-
ature. 
Stratigraphic characteristics noted during the field 
work included bedding thickness and character, abundance and 
character of chert, dolomite versus l~estone composition, 
size and type o~ vugs, lithologic uniformity, sedimentary 
structures, veins, and orientation and density of joints. 
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Stratigraphic sections were measured by the use of a 
jacob sta££, brunton compass, hand level and six-foot pocket 
tape. Geologic maps £rom the literature and standard 15 and 
7~ minute topographic quadrangle maps were used for locating 
sections and plotting field data. Color photographs of out-
crops were ·taken to supplement the £ie ld notes. 
Sampling Procedure 
Particular effort was made to locate exposed stratigra-
phic sections £or sampling within the districts which were 
relatively unaltered by metamorphism and mineralization. 
Described sections £rom the literature were located when pos-
sible. Rock samples collected were selected to be as typical 
as possible of the interval being measured. These were col-
lected as the section was measured. Each sample was numbered 
and its stratigraphic position plotted. The stratigraphic 
positions of ore-bearing zones in the district, as interpre-
ted from the literature, were sampled in detail. Detailed 
rock sampling usually continued from 50 to 100 feet both 
stratigrahically above and below the position of the ore-zone. 
A total of 360 rock samples were collected. Most o£ 
these were carbonate rocks. From twelve to forty-two samples 
were collected from each district. In addition seventeen 
samples were collected from the unmineralized section in the 
Caballo Mountains and thirty-nine samples from an unminerali-
zed stratigraphic section in the Sacramento Mountains. Some 
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of the sampled intervals in the Sacramento and Caballo Moun-
tains are thought to be approximately equivalent to known 
ore-zones in some districts. 
Laboratory Investigation 
Polished Slab Study 
All field samples were raced on a diamond saw. The cut 
surface was then smoothed and polished on a lap first using 
240 grit carborundum powder and then 400 grit carborundum 
powder. Both macroscopic and binocular microscopic observa-
tions were then made on the surfaces for rock textures and 
other components by wetting the polished surface with water. 
Estimation of component percentages were made using visual 
estimation charts by Terry and Chilingar (1955). 
The carbonate textural classification or Dunham (1962) 
was used in naming the rock samples collected for this in-
vestigation. 
Thin Section Study 
One hundred and fourteen thin sections were made of se-
lected sedimentary rock samples, but more especially or the 
fine-grained rocks. The thin sections were used as an aid 
in rock component identification and textural determination. 
Component percentages were estimated using visual estimation 
charts. 
Dolomite To Calcite Plus Dolomite Ratio Determination 
Dolomite to Calcite plus Dolomite ratios of the carbon-
ate rocks were determined primarily by staining techniques. 
These were supplemented by measurements of calcite and dolomite 
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content by a x-ray diffraction technique. 
In this study alizarin red-S and potassium ferricyanide 
were used as stains following the technique described by 
Dickson (1965). In this method calcite, dolomite, ferroan-
calcite and ferroan-dolomite can be distinguished from one 
another on polished slabs, acetate peels and in thin sections. 
Percentages of the dolomite-calcite components are estimated 
by comparison with visual estimation charts. 
X-Ray diffraction determinations of calcite and dolomite 
content of 62 of the carbonate rocks were made by using a 
modification of the procedure recommended by Royse, Wadel! 
and Petersen (1971). X-Ray diffraction determination was 
used when the staining technique was not diagnostic. This 
generally occurs in the case of the fine-grained rocks. The 
X-Ray diffraction method also was used as a check against the 
visual estimation procedure of the staining method. 
STRATIGRAPHY AS AN HYDROTHERMAL ORE DEPOSIT CONTROL 




The purpose of this section on general stratigraphy is 
to give background information on the Paleozoic rocks of 
southwest New Mexico. This background information will aid 
in understanding the discussion of stratigraphic controls 
given in the following section. The subdivision of the Pale-
ozoic as used in this report will be discussed along with the 
areal distribution, thickness and lithologic characteristics 
of these units. Much of this information is summarized from 
papers by Kottlowski (1963 and 1965). 
Precambrian rocks consist of granites; granitoid gneis-
ses and associated metamorphic rocks and underlie the Bliss 
Sandstone and upper Paleozoic strata in southwest New Mexico. 
Quartzitic sandstone and siltstone with interbeds of green 
and red shale occur beneath the Bliss Sandstone in the west-
ern Sacramento Mountains. 
A composite columnar section for the Paleozoic rocks ex-
posed in the research area is shown in Figure 3. The general 
subdivisions of the Paleozoic rocks of southwest New Mexico 
as used by Kottlowski (1963 and 1965) are used throughout 
this report. These subdivisions from oldest to youngest are 
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Figure 3 Composite columnar section for southwest New Mexico showing general 
stratigraphic positions of ore-replacement favorability. 
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(Ordovician), Montoya Dolomite (Ordovician), Fusselman Dolo-
mite (Silurian), Devonian, Mississippian, Pennsylvanian and 
Permian. The Units of this subdivision do not have equal 
stratigraphic rank, but represent convenient lithologic units 
which can be easily distinguished over the broad area covered 
by the present study. The thickness of the Paleozoic strata 
in the region studied, is illustrated in Figure 4. 
The lower Paleozoic strata are present only south of an 
irregular line which runs east-west at about the latitude 
of the north edge of Sierra County. North of this general 
line only Mississippian, Pennsylvanian and Permian strata 
are present. The northward thinning and pinchout of the 
lower Paleozoic strata are shown in Figure 5. This decrease 
in thickness of the lower Paleozoic rocks is due to both lack 
of deposition and erosion of the units. 
Erosion in early Mesozoic time over the Burro uplift in 
the southwest part of the region accounts for the absence 
and/or thinning of all the Paleozoic section in and around 
western Grant County. The Paleozoic section increases in 
thickness both to the south and east of· this uplift. The 
thickness increase to the south is primarily the result of 
the presence of the Pedregosa sedimentary basin which devel-
oped in the late Paleozoic and acquired more than 10,000 feet 
of Paleozoic sediments. The thickening east of the Burro up-
lift resulted mainly from the presence of the Orogrande 
basin which also developed during the late Paleozoic and 
accumulated more than 8 1 000 feet of Paleozoic sediments. 
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Figure 4 Isopach map of Paleozoic strata in southwest New Mexico. Modified from Kott-
lowski (1963) and Sloss, Dapples and Krumbein {1960). Mining districts : 
N-New Placers, M-Magdalena, Ha-Hansonburg, He-Hermosa, K-Kingston, Sw-
Swartz, Ce-Central, P-Pinos Altos, CP-Cooks Peak, 0-0rgan, V-Victorio, SS-San 
Simon, T-Tres Hermanas. Stratigraphic Sections: Ca-Caballo Mts. and Sac-Sacra-
mento Mts. 
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Generalized North-South, stratigraphic profile through selected mining districts of southwest New Mexico illustrating 







Southeast or the Orogrande basin the Paleozoic section is 
less than 2,000 reet thick over the Diablo platrorm of west 
Texas. Northeast of the Orogrande basin the Paleozoic 
section is also less than 2,000 reet thick over the Pedernal 
uplirt. 
In the northern part or the area in the New Placers dis-
trict two-thirds or the 2,355 reet or Paleozoic strata are 
Permian age, and the remaining one-third is Pennsylvanian. 
No older Paleozoic strata are known. Ninety-rive miles to 
the south, in the Hansonburg mining district, the Paleozoic 
section consists or 3,265 feet of sediments. As in the New 
Placers district about one-third of the total is Pennsylvan-
ian and two-thirds are Permian. Firty miles west of the Han-
sonburg district the 1 ,461 feet of upper Paleozoic strata in 
the Magdalena district are 80 percent Pennsylvanian sediments. 
The remaining 20 percent of the strata are about equally 
divided between Mississippian and Permian sediments. 
Thicknesses of the general subdivisions of the Paleozoic 
sections within the mining districts and areas of unmineral-
ized sections which were studied are summarized in Table 1 . 
Three or the Paleozoic sections exceed 6,000 reet thick-
ness. These sections occur in the southern part of the area 
in the Organ mining district and the unmineralized Sacra-
mento Mountains section located on the west and east flanks, 
respectively, of the late Paleozoic Orogrande basin and in 
the San Simon district on the north flank of the late Paleo-
zoic Pedreigosa basin (Figure 4). About 74 percent of the Organ 
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TABLE 1 
THICKNESS (in feet) OF PALEOZOIC STRATA IN SOUTHWEST NEW MEXICO AT STUDIED MINING DISTRICTS AND TWO 
STUDIED SECTIONS(*) NOT LOCATED NEAR MINERALIZED AREAS 
z ~ ~ ::r: n ~ ~ Cll Cll n n 0 < Cll ~ t-1 tr.! tr.! ~ ~ ~ ~ > tr.! 0 iO ~ ~ iO 0 z z n ~ Q ~ 0 > n z 0 Q tr.! n 0 Cll tr.! Q iO i ~ ~ ~ ~ Cll ;l> ~ 0 ~ en en ~ 0 Cll ~ > 0 ~ en ~ ::r: ~ z ~ ~ > N iO 3:: i-1 ~ ~ Cll 0 0 ~ ~ ~ tr.! 0 tr.! td > 
* 
z ~ tr.! ~ tr.! ;l> 0 ~ z tr.! z c 0 ~ > z iO > iO en ~ ~ Cll Q 0 
* > STRATA en 
PERMIAN 1535 175 2285 2120 2115 700 0 490 2695 228 150 2525 0 2385 525 
PENNSYLVANIAN 820 1183 980 1375 1120 650 915 775 1997 726 180 2440 0 1915 560 
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section, 76 percent or the Sacramento section and 69 percent 
or the San Simon section consists or Pennsylvanian and Per-
mian sediments. The remaining part or these sections are 
Mississippian to Cambrian strata except at the San Simon 
section which lacks Silurian rocks. 
In contrast 79 percent or the 5,050 root thick Paleozoic 
section in the Tres Hermanas mining district is Mississippian 
and older sediment. Pennsylvanian and Permian rocks make up 
the remainder or this section. The 2,096 root thick Paleo-
zoic section in the Victorio mining district consists en-
tirely or Silurian through Cambrian strata. These two sec-
tions are located in the southern part or the area between 
the Pedregosa and Orogrande basins (Figure 4). The rela-
tively thin Pennsylvanian and Permian strata in this area 
are due to erosion and non-deposition over and near the late 
Paleozoic Florida Islands uplirt (Figure 4). In addition, 
early Mesozoic erosion removed late Paleozoic deposits over 
a large area along the Burro uplirt (Figure 4). 
Paleozoic stratigraphic sections between the Burro up-
lirt and the Orogrande basin range in thickness rram 2,275 to 
4,510 reet at Pinos Altos, Central, Hermosa, Kingston, Swartz 
and Cooks Peak mining districts and at the unmineralized 
Caballo section. 
The proximity or these districts to the late Paleozoic 
Florida Islands uplirt and early Mesozoic Burro uplirt, 
which were areas or non-deposition and erosion, is rerlected 
in the percent or Permian and Pennsylvanian strata present in 
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the total Paleozoic section. The closer the district is to 
these uplifts the lower the precent of Pennsylvanian and 
Permian strata present in the total Paleozoic. The percent 
of the total Paleozoic stratigraphic section occupied by 
Permian and Pennsylvanian strata for the seven sections are 
as follows: Cooks Peak-13, Pinos Altos-30, Central-36, 
Swartz-56, Kingston-59, Hermosa-77, and Caballo-78. The 
percentages are roughly proportional to the distance the 
section is located from the uplift areas. Mississippian 
through Cambrian strata occupy the remainder of these sec-
.. 
tions except in the Caballo Mountains where only the Ordo-
vician and Cambrian strata are present. At Pinos Altos no 
Permian strata are present. 
Bliss Sandstone (Cambrian-Ordovician) 
The Bliss Sandstone of Cambrian-Ordovician age is a 
blanket clastic deposit at the base of the Paleozoic section. 
The sandstone was deposited in a shallow epicontinental sea 
on a relatively flat surface eroded on Precambrian rocks. 
The lithology is predominantly quartz sandstone which is 
locally glauconitic, arkosic and hematitic. Within the re-
gion of the study this unit thickens depositionally south-
westward from the zero thickness line at about the latitude 
of the south boundary of Socorro County to a maximum of over 
400 feet at the extreme southwest part of the area. Figure 6 
shows the distribution and thickness of the Bliss Sandstone. 
The ror.mation appears to be slightly older to the west, from 
Middle to lat.e Cambrian, and younger to the east, late 
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Figure 6 Distribution and thickness of the Bliss Sandstone (Cambrian-Ordovician) in 
southwest New Mexico. Modified from Kottlowski ( 1963) . N-New Placers, 
M-Magdalena, Ha-Hansonburg, He-Hermosa, Ca-Caballo Mts, Sac-Sacramento Mts., 
K-Kingston, Sw-Swartz, Ce-Central, P-Pinos Altos, CP-Cooks Peak, 0-0rgan , 
V-Victorio, T-Tres Hermanas, SS-San Simon. 
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Cambrian and Early Ordovician. Within the area studied no hy-
drothermal replacement ore deposits are known within the Bliss 
Sandstone. 
El Paso Limestone (Ordovician) 
The Bliss Sandstone grades upward into the El Paso Lime-
stone o£ Lower Ordovician age. Although the El Paso L~estone 
has been subdivided by various workers~ Kottlowski (1963~ 
p. 14) states it is generally more convenient to consider the 
El Paso for.mation as a single complex lithic unit. 
0~ the varied limestone lithologies present in the El 
Paso~ the most typical is blue-gray-weathering~ gray~ thin-
to medium-bedded, silty limestone (Kottlowski, 1963). The 
limestones have be~n erratically and irregularly dolamitized 
probably shortly after deposition. Erosion in Middle Ordo-
vician time truncated the top of the El Paso Limestone be-
~ore the younger Montoya Dolomite was deposited. Deposition-
al thinning to the north may also have occurred, but the ma-
jor part o£ the northward thinning is the result of erosion 
o£ younger units. These latter strata are still present near 
the south boundary of the study area. In this locality the 
El Paso is slightly over 1 ,200 feet thick (Figure 7). The 
present northern pinch out line o~ the El Paso Limestone is 
due to Devonian~ Pennsylvanian and Per.mian erosion. The 
boundary is shown in Figure 7. 
Montoya Dolamite (Ordovician) 
The Ordovician Momtoya Dolomite (of' Champlainian and 
Cincinnatian age) is subdivided fran base t0 top into the 
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Figure 7 Distribution and thickness of the El Paso Limestone (Ordovician) in southwest 
New Mexico. Modified from ·Kottlowski ( 1963). N-New Placers, M-Magdalena , 
Ha-Hansonburg, He-Hermosa, Ca-Caballo Mts., Sac-Sacramento Mts., K-Kingston, 
Sw-Swartz, Ce-Central, P-Pinos Altos, CP-Cooks Peak, 0-0rgan, V-Victorio, 
T-Tres Hermanas, SS-San Simon. 
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Cable Canyon Sandstone Member, Upham Dolomite Member, Aleman 
Dolomite Member and Cutter Dolomite Member. Except £or the 
basal sandstones, the Montoya appears to have been deposited 
as a limestone which was later irregularly dolamitized. In 
most areas dolomite dominates, but in parts or Cooks Peak 
the Montoya is 50 percent limestone {Kottlowski 1963, p.18). 
Cable Canyon Sandstone Member . 
The Cable Canyon is massive- to thick-bedded, locally 
cross-laminated, light- to medium-gray quartz sandstone or 
shallow marine origin. It is over 30 reet thick in south-
west Sierra County and thins to less than 10 reet thick to 
the east, south and southwest. The Cable Canyon Sandstone 
grades upward into the basal arenaceous dolomite or the Up-
ham Member. 
upham Dolomite Member and Aleman Dolomite Member 
The 70 to 110 £eet thick Upham Dolomite is gray, medium-
crystalline and massive. Conror.mably overlying the upham is 
the Aleman Dolomite Member o£ gray, £ina- to medium-crystal-
line, thin- to massive-bedded dolomite, marked by numerous 
chert nodules and discontinuous chert bands. At same locali-
ties it is mainly limestone. The thickness or the Aleman var-
ies erratically £ran 70 reet to more than 200 re.et with most 
or the variation probably being apparent and not real due to 
cherti£ication or the underlying and overlying members. 
Cutter Dolomite Member , 
The Cutter Dolomite Member (Valmont Dolomite or Pray, 
1953) ia the upper member of the Montoya Dolomite. The Cutter 
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is chierly light gray, aphanitic to rinely crystalline dolo-
mite with scattered, small brown chert nodules and stringers. 
Bedding is primarily thin to medium but is massive near the 
Central mining district. Where not thinned by post-Montoya 
erosion, the Cutter Member is from 150 to 210 feet thick. 
The distribution and thickness of the Montoya within the 
study area is shown in Figure 8. The maximum thickness of 
the Montoya is slightly over 500 feet in the southeast part 
or the area, decreasing to zero to the west, north and along 
the northwest trending Mesozoic Burro uplift. The decrease 
from 500 feet to 350 feet in the southeast part or the area 
is due to depositional thinning (Figure 8). The remaining 
decrease in thickness from the 350 foot isopach line in 
Figure 8 to the north and east is from erosional truncation 
during late Silurian and early Devonian, early Pennsylvanian 
and early Wol:fcampian time. 
Fusselman Dolomite (Silurian) 
The Middle Silurian Fusselman Dolomite is aphanitic to 
coarsely crystalline and grayish brown to dark gray and has 
local, well-developed, secondary porosity. Dolomitization 
has destroyed most or the bedding producing a massive form-
ation but indistict thin-bedding, laminations and local 
cross-laminations occur. The :for.mation may contain :from 0 
to 15 percent chert. 
T.he distribution and thickness of the Fusse~an Dolomite 
within the study area is shown in Figure 9. Areal distribution 
o:f this formation within the study area is the most restricted 
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Figure 8 . Distribution and thickness of the Montoya Dolomite {Ordovician) in southwest 
New Mexico. Modified from Kottlowski { 1963). N-New Placers, M-Magdalena, 
Ha-Hansonburg, He-Hermosa, Ca-Caballo Mts., Sac-Sacramento Mts., K-Kingston, 
Sw-Swartz, Ce-Central, P-Pinos Altos, CP-Cooks Peak, 0-0rgan, V-Victorio, T-
Tres Hermanas, SS-San Simon. 
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Figure 9 Distribution and thickness of the Fusselman Dolomite (Silurian) in southwest 
New Mexico. Modified from Kottlowski ( 1963). N-New Placers, M-Magdalena, 
Ha-Hansonburg, He-Hermosa, Ca-Caballo Mts., Sac-Sacramento Mts., K-Kingston, 
Sw-Swartz, Ce-Central, P-Pinos Altos, CP-Cooks Peak, O~Organ, V-Victorio, 
T-.Tres Hermanas, SS-San Simon. 
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of any of the major subdivisi~n of the Paleozoic as used in 
this report. The Fusselman Dolomite is a remnant of a much 
more extensive, thick, carbonate-rock sequence laid down in 
the Silurian epicontinental sea. The for.mati~n unconfor.mably 
underlies Devonian strata. Uniform thinning occurs to the 
north due to widespread erosion d~ing the Late Silurian and 
Early Devonian times. Mesozoic erosion later removed the 
Fusse~an For.mation over the Burro uplift. The maximum thick-
ness of the unit within the area is over 1 ,000 feet at the 
southern boundary of the state. Part of this thickening to 
the south corresponds to thickening of lower beds within the 
formation in the southern part of the area which may be 
Early Silurian in age. 
Devonian Strata 
Erosion during Late Silurian, Early Devonian and at least 
part of Middle Devonian time produced a surface that bevels 
the Fusselman, Montoya, El Paso and Bliss formations. Upon 
this surface late Middle Devonian and Late Devonian sediments 
were laid down. These record the first large-scale influx of 
Paleozoic calcareous clays and silts. Part of these Devonian 
sediments are residues from erosion of earlier Paleozoic rocks. 
The present distribution and thickness of the Devonian 
strata are shown in Figure 10.. The northern part of the area 
with Devonian sediments, including the Her.mosa mining district 
and the section studied in the Sacramento Mountains, contain 
the Onate and Sly Gap silty facies of the Devonian. This 
facies consists of dolomitic and limy siltstone, silty shale 
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Figure 10 Distribution and thickness of Devonian strata in· southwest New Mexico. Modi-
fied from Kottlowski (1963). N-New Placers, M-Magdalena, Ha-Hansonburg, 
He-Hermosa, Ca-Caballo Mts., Sac-Sacramento Mts., K-Kingston, Sw-Swartz, 
Ce-Central, P-Pinos Altos, CP-Cooks Peak, 0-0rgan, V-Victorio, SS-San Simon, 
T-Tres Hermanas. 
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and silty limestone. The silty facies grade southward into 
the Percha Shale racies as found in the Kingston, Swartz, 
Central, Pinos Altos, Cooks Peak, Organ districts and poss-
ibly in the subsurface at the Tres Hermanas district. The 
typical Percha Shale is divided into the Ready Pay Member or 
black shale overlain by the Box Member or greenish gray shale 
with limy nodules and some argillaceous limestone beds. 
The Percha Shale gives way southeastward of the Organ 
district to the Canutillo cherty limestone facies which ex-
tends into western Texaa. The Percha Shale becomes increas-
ingly more calcareous to the west and becomes the Portal 
limy facies in western Hidalgo County, New Mexico and south-
east Arizona. The San Simon district is located in the area 
covered by the Portal facies. The Portal facies grades 
south-westward into the Swisshelm sand facies found only in 
the extreme southwest corner of the study area. 
Within the study area the Devonian strata increase in 
thickness from the northern eroded limit to the southwest to 
a maximum o£ about 400 feet. The western two-thirds or the 
northern Devonian lLmit resulted rrom early Pennsylvanian 
erosion while the eastern one-third of the northern bound-
ary resulted £rom early Permian, Wol.fcampian, erosion. Mes-
ozoic erosion removed Devonian strata from the Burro uplift 
as far southeast as the Victoria district and Deming, New 
Mexico. Late Devonian erosion removed Devonian strata over 
the Jarilla uplift in sGuthwest Ote~o County. 
Mississippian Strata 
Mississippian rocks consist pr~arily of limestone and 
cover the south part of the area and extend to northern Otero 
County on the east. to northwestern Socorro County, in the 
middle part or the area and to southern Catron County on the 
west. An ar.m of the area lacking Mississippian rocks ex-
tends southwest fran near the Hansonburg district to about 
the central Caballo Mountains. The distribution and thick-
ness o£ the Mississippian strata are shown in Figure 11. 
Mesozoic erosion removed Mississippian strata fram the 
Burro uplift. The northern l~it of Mississippi strata are 
due to early Permian, Wolfcampian, erosion along the eastern 
boundary ~ and to early Pennsylvanian erosion along there-
maining portion. Pennsylvanian erosion removed the Miss-
issippian deposits at the southeast tip of the Burro uplift 
and over the Jarilla uplift in southwest Otero County. 
Earliest Mississippian strata preserved in the area are 
of the Kinderhookian age Caballero Formation. This forma-
tion was deposited in a limited area north and northwest of 
the Jarilla uplift in what may have been an east-west trend-
iQg, local basin. The Caballero is present in the Sacramento 
Mountains, the Organ district and as far west as the Cooks 
Peak district. It consists of interbedded silty calcareous 
shale, calcareous siltstone and nodular, lenticular, aren-
aceous, silty limestone. 
The Lake Valley Limestone of Osagean age occurs over much 
of the area to the northeast and east o£ the Burro uplift. 
In the Sacramento Mountains and San Andres Mountains north 
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Figure 11 Distribution and thickness of the Mississippian strata in southwest New Mexico 
Modified from Kottlowski ( 1963) . N-New Placers, M-Magdalena, Ha-Hanson-
burg, He-Hermosa, Ca-Caballo Mts., Sac-Sacramento Mts., K-Kingston, Sw-
Swartz, Ce-Central, P-Pinos Altos, CP-Cooks Peak, 0-0rgan, _V-Victorio, T-Tres 
Hermanas, SS-San Simon. 
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of the Organ district, the Lake Valley is divided into six 
members, in ascending order, as follows: Andrecito, Alamo-
gordo, Nunn, Tierra Blanca, Arcente and Dona Ana. 
The Andrecito Member consists of gray to dark gray, 
thin-bedded, arenaceous to cherty to silty, argillaceous 
limestone and silty shale. The Alamogordo Member is a 
cliff-forming, massive, dark gray, cherty, microcrystalline 
limestone. It forms the base for the extensive biohermal 
buildups that are typical of the Lake Valley Limestone in 
the Sacramento Mountains, southern San Andres Mountains, and 
Black Range (Kottlowski, 1963, p. 35). The Nunn consists of 
interbedded limy shale, friable crinoidal limestone and ar-
gillaceous, silty, nodular limestone. The Tierra Blanca 
Member consists of massive, crinoidal limestone with much 
chert. The Tierra Blanca and Nunn Members grade laterally 
into the biohermal facies. The Arcente Member consists of 
calcareous siltstones, argillaceous limestones and calcareous 
shale. The Dona Ana Member is a massive, crinoidal, cherty 
limestone. The Arcente and Dona Ana are post-biohermal and 
tend to level out the topographic relief caused by biohermal 
growth. 
The Mississippian strata at Cooks Peak, Swartz, Kingston, 
Hermosa, Pinos Altos and Central consist of the lower four 
members of the Lake Valley Limestone overlain by the Kelly 
Formation. To the north at the Magdalena district the 
Kelly Formation overlies the Mississippian Caloso Formation. 
The Kelly Formation at the Magdalena district is massive, 
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crinoidal, cherty limestone that may be equivalent to the 
Arcente and Dona Ana Members of Lake Valley Limestone. The 
Caloso For.mation is massive, algal limestone with basal, 
arenaceous limestone and limy sandstone. Armstrong (1962) 
thinks the Caloso is equivalent to the Andrecito and Alamo-
gordo Members of the Lake Valley Limestone. The sediments 
of the Lake Valley Ltmestone, Kelly For.mation and Caloso 
For.mation represent deposition in shallow water shelr areas. 
In the southeast part of the area, including the Organ 
district and the southern Sacramento Mountains, the Rancheria 
For.mation overlies the Lake Valley ~estone. The Rancheria 
Formation thickens to the southeast and the Lake Valley Lime-
stone grades laterally into the lower part of the formation. 
The Rancheria is of early Meramecian age. It consists or 
black, cherty, silty, thin-bedded limestones with minor 
lenses of limy siltstone, silty, arenaceous, erinoidal cal-
carenite and l~y shale. These rocks represent deep water 
sediments deposited in the subsiding Oregrande basin along 
the west side of the Jarilla uplift. 
The Helms For.matian or Chesterian age overlies the 
Rancheria Formation in the extreme southeastern and southern 
part of the area. The Helms For.matian consists of shales, 
sandstones, argillaceous limestones and cherty, crinoidal, 
oolitic limestone. These were deposited in a shallow 
Mississippian sea which was receding to the south. 
South and southwest or the Burro uplirt Arizona stra-
tigraphie nomenclature has been applied to the Mississippian 
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strata (~strong 1 1962; Giller.man, 1958 and others). The 
for.mational names, in ascending order, are the Keating Form-
ation and Hachita Fo~atian o£ the Escabrosa Group and the 
Paradise Formation. Some o£ the basal beds or the Keating 
Formation may be or late Kinderhookian age 1 but most of the 
unit is of early and middle Osagean age and is correlative 
with the lower four members of the Lake Valley Formation. 
The lower beds or the Hachita are correlated with the Kelly 
For.matian and the middle and upper beds are correlated with 
the middle and upper parts of the Rancheria Formation. The 
Paradise For.mation o£ Chesterian age is almost identical in 
lithology and fauna to the Hebns. 
The lower beds of the Keating Por.mation are made up or 
cliff-forming, crinoidal l~estane, oolitic l~estone and 
coral-bearing, aphanitic limestone. The upper beds are com-
posed of thin-bedded, cherty limestone ranging rraz litho-
graphic limestone to crinoidal calcarenites at the top. The 
Hachita Formation is cliff-ror.ming, massive, crinoidal l~e­
stone with scattered chert. 
The thickness trends or the Mississippian strata shown 
in Figure 11 are due generally to erosional thinning to the 
north but with depositional thickening occurring to the south. 
To the southeast over 500 feet of Mississippian sediments 
accumulated in the initial Orogrande basin along the western 
edge of the Jarillo uplift. Near the southwest corner o~ the 
area over 1 ,300 reet of Mississippian strata were deposited 
in the northern part of the Pedregosa Basin. 
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Pennsylvanian Strata 
Pennsylvanian rocks are present over most or the study 
area. The distribution and thickness or the Pennsylvanian 
strata within the study area are shown in Figure 12. These 
rocks are composed or clastic and limestone-carbonate sedi-
ments which were deposited in shallow-marine shelr areas and 
associated subsiding basins. Thickness or the Pennsylvanian 
rocks ranges rrom 0 to over 3,250 reet. Over most or the 
area the sediments exceed 1,000 reet in thickness. 
Pennsylvanian deposits are missing alang the northeast 
edge and in the southwest part or the area. The absence of 
deposits along the northeast edge is due to non-deposition 
and erosion on the west rlank of the Pedernal landmass which 
was an emergent mountainous area during most of Pennsylvanian 
and early Permian time. In the southwestern part of the area 
Pennsylvanian rocks were removed by Mesozoic erosion from 
along the northwest trending Burro uplirt. At the southeast-
ern end of the Burro uplift, Pennsylvanian rocks are thin or 
absent because of the presence of the Florida islands (Kott-
lowski, 1960, p. 144) in the shallow Pennsylvanian seas. 
The sediments in the Florida islands area thicken in all 
directions outward rrom them. Northwest of these rormer is-
lands the Pennsylvanian deposits thicken to more than 1 ,250 
reet, then pinch out at the southeastern end of the Zuni-
Defiance arch. The southeastern end o£ this arch lies out-
side the study area and is 100 miles northwest or the Her.mosa 
district and 75 miles west-northwest of the Magdalena district. 
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Figure 12 Distribution and thickness of Pennsylvanian strata in southwest New Mexico 
Modified from Kottlowski {1963 and 1960} and Mallory (1972, p.115). N-
New Placers, M-Magdalena, Ha-Hansonburg, He-Hermosa, Ca-Caballo Mts., Sac-
Sacramento Mts., K-Kingston, Sw-Swartz, Ce-Central, P-Pinos Altos, CP-Cooks 
Peak, 0-0rgan, V-Victorio, SS-San Simon, T-Tres Hermanas. 
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Parts or rive sedimentary basins are present within the 
overall area (Figure 12). In the southwest, the northern 
part or the Pedregosa basin contains more than 2,250 reet of 
Pennsylvanian sediments. South or New Placers, the Estancia 
trough and the much larger Orogrande basin to the south oc-
cur along the west border of the Pedernal landmass. Slightly 
over 3,000 feet or sediment are present in the Estancia 
trough and over 3,250 feet of sediments occupy the central 
part or the Orogrande basin. Gypsum beds occur in the south-
ern part of the Orogrande basin. The San Mateo and Lucero 
basins south and northeast respectively or the Magdalena dis-
trict represent deeper parts or an ocean arm which probably 
extended from the Orogrande basin northward to the Paradox 
basin in extreme northwest New Mexico, southwest Colorado 
and southeast Utah. Sediments exceed 2,100 feet in thickness 
in the San Mateo basin and 2,700 feet in the northern part or 
the Lucero basin. The central part or the Lucero basin has 
been thinned by early Tertiary erosion (Kottlowski, 1960, 
p. 57). The Pedregosa and Orogrande basins probably joined 
south of the Florida islands and extended into the West 
Texas basin. 
Kottlowski (1960, plate 5) gives the following litho-
f'acies trends f'or Pennsylvanian rocks of southwestern New 
Mexico: Limestone lithofacies {clastic ratio less than 
0.25: i.e., the Pennsylvanian section contains less than 20 
percent conglomerates, sandstone, siltstones and shales) 
occur south or the Burro uplift and east or the Burro uplirt 
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almost to the Organ district. A limestone lithofacies occurs 
in a small area of northwestern Sierra County including the 
area of the Hermosa district and in southwestern Santa Fe 
County at the New Placers district. The clastic ratio gener-
ally increases towards the Zuni-Defiance arch and towards the 
margins of the Pedernal landmass. Lime-shale (clastic ratio 
from 0.25 to 1 and sand-shale ratio less than 1) and shale-
lime (clastic ratio from 1 to 8 and sand-shale ratio less 
than 1) lithofacies cover the largest portion of' the area. 
The lime-shale lithofacies is present over the area occupied 
by the south part of the Orogrande basin~ the San Mateo basin, 
the Organ, Cooks Peak, Kingston~ Swartz~ Central~ Pinos 
Altos and Hansonburg mining districts~ the Caballo Mountains, 
the north part of the Lucero basin and the area to the north 
of the Lucero basin. The shale-lime lithofacies occurs in 
the central and north-central Orogrand~ basin; along the 
west edge of the Pedernal landmass; along an east-west strip 
of land extending from the west side of the Pedernal landmass 
to the Magdalena district; and around the southern end of' the 
Zuni-Defiance arch. 
Small areas of' lime-sand lithofacies (clastic ratio from 
0.25 to 1 and sand-shale ratio greater than 1)occur west of 
the New Placers district, northeast of the Lucero basin, 
south of the Hansonburg district and along the southeast 
margin of the former Florida islands including the area of' 
the Tres Her.manas district. Sand-lime lithofacies (clastic 
ratio from 1 to 8 and sand-shale ratio greater than 1 ) occur 
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in a small area to the east or the Lucero basin and in a 
larger area extending east from the lime-sand area south or 
the Hansonburg district to the Pedernal landmass and inclu-
ding the extreme northern end or the Orogrande basin. A 
very small area of sand-shale lithofacies (clastic ratio 
greater than 8 and sand-shale ratio from 1 to 8) occurs with-
in the Estancia trough. 
Attempts to correlate the strata of Pennsylvanian age 
throughout the region solely on the bases of similarities in 
lithology have not been successful. As a result, past geo-
logic studies have produced a rather large ·nomenclature ror 
Pennsylvanian rocks exposed in the fault-block ranges scat-
tered over southwest New Mexico. 
The term Magdalena Formation or Group is widely used and 
refers to rocks of Pennsylvanian age. In same localities, 
however, the Magdalena may contain rocks of Permian, Miss-
issippian and possibly Devonian age (Kottlowski, 1960, p.20 
and 136). Magdalena is applied to Pennsylvanian and early 
Wolfcampian age rocks in the Sacramento Mountains (Otte, 
1959, and Pray, 1961) and to Pennsylvanian rocks in theCa-
ballo Mountains (Kelley and Silver, 1952) and at the studied 
mining districts o~ New Placers (Atkinson, 1961 ), Magdalena 
(Loughlin and Koschmann, 1942), Hermosa (Jahns, 1957), King-
ston (Kuellmer, 1954), Swartz (Soule, 1950), Central (Jones, 
Hernon and Moore, 1967), Pinos Altos (Soule, 1948 and Jones, 
Moore and Pratt, 1970}, Cooks Peak (Jicha, 1954a) and Organ 
(Dunham, 1935). 
The Magdalena has been subdivided in a number of 
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different ways. At New Plac e rs, Mag d alena and Hermosa mining 
districts, it is divide d into the l ower, dominantly shale and 
sandstone, Sandia Formation and upper Madera Formation or 
Limestone. In the area or the Hansonburg district Wiltpolt 
and Wanek (1952) use Sandia and Madera Formations as subdi vi-
sions of the Pennsylvanian rocks while Thompson (1942) sub-
divided the Pennsylvanian strata into rour series, eight 
groups, sixteen rormatians and one member based on rusulinid 
zones and local lithology. At the Central district, Jones, 
Hernon and Moore (1967), divide the Magdalena Group into a 
predominantly limestone lower unit, the Oswaldo Formation, 
and an upper unit of predominantly shale or silty limestone, 
the Syrena Formation. This represents a reverse sedimentary 
sequence as round in the Sandia and Madera Formations to the 
northeast. 
In the Caballo Mountains Kelley and Silver (1952) d i vide 
the Magdalena Group rrom bottom to top into the Red House, 
Nakaye and Bar B Formations. For the Sacrrumento Mountains 
area Otte (1959) and Pray (1961) divided the Magdalena Group 
in ascending order into the Gobbler Formation with the Bug 
Scufrle Limestone Member, Beeman Formation, Holder Formation 
and the early Wolrcampian Laborcita Formation. 
North of the Organ district in the San Andres Mountains 
Kottlowski and others (1956) divide the Pennsylvanian strata, 
rrom the base upward, into the Derryan Series (equivalent to 
Atokan and Bend Series or the midcontinent region), Desmoine-
sian Series, Missourian Series and the Panther Seep Formation 
(Virgilian and probably early Wolrcampian age beds). The 
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Panther Seep Formation has been traced from the northern San 
Andres Mountains southward through near the Organ district in-
to the northern Franklin Mountains. 
In Hidalgo county, the nomenclature of southeast Arizona 
has been used for Pennsylvanian strata. The Naco Group in 
southeastern Arizona is equivalent to all the Pennsylvanian-
Permian rocks. In the central Peloncillo Mountains, which in-
eludes the San Simon mining district, the basal Horquilla 
limestone of the Naco Group ranges in age from Derryan to ear-
ly Wolfcampian (Giller.man, 1958, p. 34). 
The Pennsylvanian strata in the Sacramento Mountains con-
tain possible Morrowan, Derryan, Desmoinesian, Missourian, and 
Virgilian age rocks. The Pennsylvanian sections in the Ca-
ballo Mountains and at the Magdalena, Hansonburg, Central, 
Organ and San Simon mining districts contain rocks of Derryan, 
Desmoinesian, Missourian and Virgilian age. Desmoinesian, 
Missourian and Virgilian age sediments are present near King-
ston while Desmoinesian and early Missourian sediments occur 
at Cooks Peak. In the Tres Hermanas mining district only 
Missourian sediments appear to be represented by the somewhat 
altered rocks present. 
Permian Strata 
A broad summary of nomenclature, stratigraphic charac-
teristics and age relationship of Permian strata found in the 
southwest New Mexico study area is shown in Figure 13. In the 
northern and central parts of the study area these strata 
consist of, in ascending order, the Bursum Formation, Abo 
Formation~ Yeso Formation, Glorieta Sandstone and San Andres 
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Formation. In the southeast part of the area in southern Luna, 
Dona Ana and Otero counties, the Permian sequence, in ascen-
ding order, is the Hueco Limestone overlain in Otero County 
and eastern Dona Ana County by the Yeso For.mation, Glorieta 
Sandstone and San Andres Formation. Southwest of the Burro 
uplift in Hidalgo County, extreme southern Grant County and 
southwest Luna County the nomenclature o£ southeast Arizona 
is applied to the predominantly marine limestone Permian se-
quence. Here the Permian for.mations are part or the Naco Gr-
oup and include, in ascending order, the upper beds or the 
Horquilla Limestone, Earp Formation, Colina Limestone, Epit-
aph Dolomite (found in the study area only south of latitude 
32° North), Scherrer For.matian and Concha Limestone (or Chir-
icahua L~estone or Giller.man, 1958# Peloncillo Mountains). 
In the northern Sacramento Mountains the Bursum Forma-
tion (including the Laboroita Formation or Otte, 1959) appears 
to be transitional beds between Pennsylvanian and Permian de-
posits. The Bursum consists of interbedded continental red 
beds and marine lLmestone deposited in a near-shore environ-
ment. The age or these deposits is generally early Wol£cam-
pian, but locally is late Virgilian. The Bursum For.mation 
occurs along the west side or the Pedernal landmass rram 
southwest Torrance County southward to the northern Sacra-
mento Mountains and Sierra De Las Uvas. To the southwest the 
lithic equivalent or the Bursum is in the Earp Formation. 
The thickness of the Bursum ranges rram less than 100 ~eet 
to a max~um or 1 ,000 ~eet in northwest Otero County. 
In the north the continental red beds o~ the Abo 
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Formation and the marine limestone of the Hueco Fo~ation to 
the south rep~esent contemporaneous ~eposition during Wolf-
campian and possibly dur~ng early Le~nardian t~mes. T~ngues 
of Abo red beds extend southward into the Hueco Limestone and 
- -
tongues of Hueco Limestone extend northward into the Abo. The 
mean shoreline of the "Hueco" sea is approxim~tely along a 
line extending from the Cooks Peak district to the southern 
- .•. - ~-
Oscura Mountains and then to the city of Alamogordo. To the 
. . . 
southwest the Colina Limestone is the ~quivalent of the Hueco. 
The source of th~ shale and s~nd of the red beds appears 
to have been to the north. The Abo red beds covered much of 
the for.mer r~lief pr~sent over the area including the south-
ern portion of the formerly emergent Pedernal landmass. The 
top of ·the Abo ~o~s a relati~ely l~vel bas~ o~ whic~ the 
blanket-like Le<?.nardian age formatic:>n.s (Y~so Formation, 
Glorieta Sandstone and San Andres Formation) are deposited. 
The Orogrande bas~n and the norther~ edge of the Pedre-
gosa basin continued to subside during Wolfcampian time. 
During this time these two are~s received a maximum of 2.400 
and 2,900 feet, respectively, of sediments. In Figure 13, 
the sections of New Placers, Oscura Mountains and the Central 
~· . . . -
district show more or less typical thicknesses for Wolfcampian 
age strata away from. areas of m~ximum_ subsidenc~. 
Tertiary erosion removed Wolfcampia~ age ~ocks in north-
west Socorro County, "La'te Mesoz()iC erosion also removed rock 
of this age ~~om . ~. _ s()m.ewha~ larger a~ea over the B~rro up-
lift than shown for the Pennsylvanian in Figure 12. 
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Much of the Yeso Formation represents deposition in 
partly restricted lagoons with high salinity (Kottlowski, 
1963, p.64). The sediments deposited were carbonates and 
clastics with varying amounts of evaporites. More than 4,000 
feet of Yeso is present at the center of the Carrizozo basin 
centered in southwest Lincoln County. Typical thicknesses 
for the Yeso are shown in Figure 13 in the sections for New 
Placers, Oscura Mountains, Sacramento Mountains and San An-
dres Mountains. In the extreme southwest the approx~ate 
Yeso equivalent is the 1 ,300 to 1 ,500 feet thick Epitaph 
Dolomite of the Naco Group. 
A northwest trending belt, 75 to 85 miles wide, separ-
ates the Yeso and Epitaph outcrop area. This belt is devoid 
of equivalent age or younger Permian rocks and represents 
the maximum effect of Mesozoic erosion on Paleozoic rocks a-
long the Burro uplift in western New Mexico, eastern Arizona 
and on the Diablo platform of west Texas. This belt of ero-
sion lies southwest of a line from the northeast corner of 
Grant County to the southwest corner of Otero County. Ter-
tiary erosion also removed Yeso and younger Permian rocks 
from a large part of western Socorro County. 
Over most of the study area the Permian sequence is cap-
ped by late Leonardian age Glorieta Sandstone and San Andres 
Formation. The Glorieta is a relatively thin marine sandstone 
while the San Andres is primarily l~estone to the southeast 
but becoming a gypsum racies with more clastics to the north. 
The thickness of the San Andres is generally a few hundred 
feet, but is 1 ,400 feet thick in northwestern Sierra County. 
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The western limit of the Guadalupian (?)age Bernal 
(Artesia, Chalk Bluff, Whitehorse ) Formation extends into 
the northeastern part of the study area but does not extend 
to any or the sections shown in Figure 13. The Bernal occurs 
north of the southern Lincoln County line and on the east 
side of the Chupadera Mesa. The Bernal is a 200 to 355 feet 
thick, reddish sandstone deposited on a karst surface of 
San Andres For.mation. 
To the southwest of the Burro uplift, the late Leonar-
dian age Scherrer Formation is composed of approximately 50 
feet of siltstone. Overlying the Scherrer is the Concha Fo~­
ation (iate Leonardian to early Guadalupian (?)which is 
composed of 800 to 1370 reet or · limestone. 
Stratigraphic Control 
Introduction 
Within the thirteen studied mining districts in south-
west New Mexico, hydrothermal b~se-metal ore deposits replace 
Paleozoic sediments in six o£ tne eight Paleozoic subdivisions 
described in th~s report. 
The distribution of copper .. , lead and zinc production 
among the thirteen districts and Paleozoic subdivisions is 
shown in Table .2. No production is recorded for the Bliss 
Sandstone (Cambrian-Ordovician) or for the shale and silts 
of Devonian age. Eighty-three percent of the total recorded 
base metal p·roduction of 1.85 billion pounds (district pro-
ducti'on to 1959' is from Missis'sippian strata and $9.0 per-
cent of' the f _otal is from Mississippian beds in the Central 
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TABLE 2 
COPPER, LEAD and ZINC PRODUCTION (in 1,000 pounds) THROUGH 1959 FROM STUDIED MINING DISTRICTS IN SOUTHWEST 
NEW MEXICO FROM PALEOZOIC ROCKS 
Cooks 




PERMIAN NP NP X NP NP z 6,.380 
c 2 c 1,064 c 808 c 2,364 
PENNSYLVANIAN L 92 L 8,538 X L 3,311 NP L 2,882 
z 569 z 2.484 z 689 z 65.212 
c 9 c 64 c 312 c 34,217 
MISSISSIPPIAN L 370 L 6,410 X L 1,279 NP L 38,229 
z 2,276 z 1,068 z 266 z 1,015,054 
DEVONIAN NP NP X NP NP NP 
c 2 c 90 c 221 c 25 
FUSSELMAN L 323 L 16,520 L 910 L 66,463 L 3,500 
DOLOMITE (S) z 225 X z 158 z 189 z 6,471 
MONTOYA c 312 L 1,279 
DOLOMITE (0) NP NP NP z 266 NP NP 
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district. Mississippian strata o~ the Magdalena district pro-
duced about 23.0 percent. P.ennsyl~anian _ strata account ror 
about 10.0 percent of the total production. The Fusse1man 
. . . 
Dolomite (Silurian~ produced about 6.0 per~ent and the Mon-
toya Dolomite (Ordovician), El Pas? ~mestone {Ordovician) 
and Permian strata the remaining __ ~.0 _perce:nt. 
From a mining _ dist~i~t vie~oint, the : percentage dis-
tribution or the ~ot~l production amon~ the thirteen mining 
districts is as follows: Central - 63.2, Magdalena - 24.3, 
Cooks Peak- 3.9, Pinos Altos- 2.2, New Placers- 1.8, 
San Simon- 1.1, _Organ _- 1.0, _Victorio - 0.9, Swartz - 0.5, 
Hansonburg - 0.5, Hermosa - 0.3, Tres Hermanas - 0.2, and 
Kingston- 0.1. 
From a ~or.mational viewpoint the Tierra Blanca Member 
or the Lake Valley Formation (Mississippi~) and the Kelly 
Formation (Mississippiat;l)_ have beet?- ~he most intensely 
mineralized in the Paleozoic section. 
. •. 
Although not a large producer, the Fusselman Dolomite 
(Silurian) appears to .. have been ver.y .. suscei?tible to ore 
mineralization. Economic mineral production is known in 
seven or eight districts where it is present. The one 
district where it is probably pr,esent in the subsur~ace but 
has not shown produ~tion is Pinos Altos. As far as is known 
the Fusselman has not ye~ been . investigated in the subsur.face 
in likely areas near Pinos Al~os. 
Of the six subdivisions o~ the Paleozoic which have 
been producti~e~ the Per.mian appears to have been the least 
susceptible to ore mineralization. Only the Permian Abo 
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Formation is known to have been productive and then only in 
the very prolific Central district. 
Regional Stratigraphic Trends 
Introduction 
Thickness trends or the various subdivisions of the 
Paleozoic and thE:l.ir relations~p to studied mining districts 
and mineralization are h~re ~onsidered. This approach to the 
study of stratigraphic control of ore deposits is partly 
suggested by the work of Wertz (1971) who indicates that 
copper mineralization in southeast Arizona may _be related to 
mineral deposit locations on-the flanks of Devonian limestone 
basins where the limestone is from 275 to 375 feet thick. 
.. " 
The origin of these thickness trends is not certain. 
They could be the result of sedimentation over an area with 
:former topographic relief, ~if!'er~ntial subsidence of th~ 
land surface d~i~g sediment~tion, . . differential compaction 
after deposition o:f the ~it, d~:f!'eren.tial erosion of the 
unit during or after depostion or a combination of' these 
processes. 
Regional Relations 
The overla¥ :for Fi~ure 6 shows a dominant northeast 
trending ridge of thinner B~iss S~~stone w~th a parallel 
trough of thicker sediment on the northwest. Victoria and 
Cooks Pe~ mining districts lie 'b~t~E)e~ t~e _ . tz-<?ug~ anc:I ridge. 
The axis o:f ~ '!=> .~th the trough and _::i_dge _PlUI_l~e to the south-
west. As noted the Bliss Sandstone has not been mineralized 
but the district-.s _in the area where the Bliss Sandstone 
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occurs do show a tendency to be aligned along the flanks of 
these two trends where the thickness of the Bliss is from 88 
to 190 feet thick. The San Simon district is the exception 
as the Bliss is 400 feet thick although the district lies 
close to the southwest end of the axis of the trough of 
thicker sediment. 
The trough~ here defined as an area or thicker sediment, 
pattern for the El Paso limestone shown on the overlay of 
Figure 7 has a simple branching form which branches north-
ward. Sediment thickness in the trough increases to the 
south. The El Paso Limestone has been mineralized at the 
Organ, Kingston~ Hermosa and San Simon mining districts. The 
Hermosa and Kingston districts occur along a ridge between 
two troughs which join southward. The El Paso is 260 feet 
thick at Hermosa and 278 feet thick near Kingston. It has 
not been definitely established which of the Silurian and 
Ordovician units carry the main ore mineralization in the 
Organ district. Data available primarily from Dunham (1935) 
suggest that the 750 foot thick El Paso is the unit with the 
most ore mineralization. The Organ district is near the south 
end of a southward thickening trough which dies out about the 
latitude o£ the district. 
Only a trace o£ production has been recorded for the 
500-£oot thick El Paso at the San Simon district. San Simon 
lies in an area o£ slightly thicker El Paso Limestone with 
respect to the surrounding area. 
Six mining districts are in areas where El Paso Lime-
stone is present but has not shown production. In these 
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districts the El Paso is from 495 to 1 ,000 feet thick. The 
Swartz mining district lies at the south end of the ridge of 
thinner El Paso on which both the Hermosa and Kingston min-
ing districts occur. The Pinos Altos, Central and Cooks Peak 
districts lie along a trough. The Victorio and Tres Her.manas 
districts lie on the west flank of a broad basin of El Paso 
sediment. 
The Montoya trough and ridge system trends southwest-
erly (see overlay to Figure 8). The troughs show simple 
branching to the northwest with branches joining and forming 
a single, deepending trough to the southwest. 
A 90 degree rotation of the trough-ridge directions is 
apparent from Bliss time through El Paso and Montoya (See 
overlays to Figures 6, 7 and 8). The trough-ridge direction 
for the Bliss is southwest, south for the El Paso and south-
east for the Montoya. 
There is a strong spatial correlation between mining 
districts with Montoya production and a ridge of thinner 
Montoya sediments. The overlay on Figure 8 clearly shows the 
ridge trend along which lie four districts with Montoya pro-
duction. These are the Hermosa, Kingston, Swartz and Organ 
mining districts. The thickness of the Montoya in these dis-
tricts is from 161 to 325 feet. As far as is known, the 
Pinos Altos, Central, Cooks Peak, Victorio, Tres Her.manas 
and San Simon districts contain Montoya strata which have not 
been productive. The first five districts are in or on the 
flanks of a trough. Montoya thicknesses at these districts 
range from 305 to 405 feet. At the San SLmon district, 
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which is on the west margin of Montoya distribution because 
of Devonian erosion, the Montoya is 50 feet thick. 
The Fusselman Dolomite is a more or less uniform wedge 
which thins northward. The overlay to Figure 9 shows only 
three minor south trending troughs of thicker sediment super-
imposed on this wedge. The troughs thicken to the south. No 
clear-cut relationship appears to exist between thickness, 
trough position and district locations. As earlier noted, ex-
cept for the Pinos Altos district all districts in areas 
underlain by Fussebman show mineralization in the formation. 
The Cooks Peak district shows the most production from the 
Fusselman. Here it is 350 feet thick. Next highest produc-
tion is from the Victoria district where the Fusse~an is 
916 feet thick. · At the Organ, Central, Swartz, Kingston and 
Hermosa mining districts, the Fusselman is 7 to 200 feet 
thick. Only Cooks Peak and Swartz lie along a trough trend. 
Harley (1934, p. 100_)_ suggests the overlying Percha 
Shale (Devonian) at the Kingston district acted as a caprock 
which diverted rising ore-bearing fluids which then moved 
along the base of the shale to crests or arches in the Fus-
selman where ore-mineralization then took place. This type 
of stratigraphic control of ore-deposition is a definite pos-
sibility, especially in the Hermosa, Kingston, Swartz, Central, 
Cooks Peak and Organ districts where Devonian shale caps the 
Fusselman Dolomite. This unit generally shows the bulk of 
ore-mineralization in the upper part. At the Victorio dis-
trict ore-mineralizati -on is in the upper part or the Fussel-
man but not in tbe _Uppermost exposed beds. Devonian shale is 
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not exposed at Victorio and may be missing from the area due 
either to pre-ore, Mesozoic erosion over the Burro uplirt or 
post-ore, late Tertiary and Recent erosion along upthrown, 
Basin and Range fault blocks. At Tres Hermanas the upper part 
of the Fusselman and overlying Devonian shale is not exposed 
at the surface. The lower part or the Fusselman is exposed in 
an upthrown rault block and contains ore-mineralization. 
The Devonian thickness trends {overlay, Figure 10} lack 
the elongate and parallel character shown by the earlier Pa-
leozoic subdivisions. A west-trending trough just north of 
Hermosa may continue westward and then bend sharply south 
into the elongate north-south basin in which Pinos Altos is 
located. Kingston and Swartz are located on a knob where 
Devonian strata are thinned. Organ is on the north flank or 
a small basin. San S~on and Tres Hermanas appear to be on 
the north flank of a broad basin to the south and southwest. 
In the nine districts where it occurs, the Devonian forma-
tions are from 40 to 410 feet thick. 
No correlation between the five districts with Mississi-
ppian production and Mississippian rock thickness trends is 
apparent {overlay, Figure 11 ). The Mississippian trough and 
ridge system lack parallelism just as do the Devonian. The 
Central district, with its relatively large Mississippian 
production, lies in a southward deepening trough. In the 
Central mining district the 457 foot thick Mississippian 
sequence is underlain by 1 ,322 feet of lower Paleozoic strata. 
The Magdalena district with a large production from 
Mississippian, strata contrasts with the Central mining 
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district. The Magdalena district is located near no apparent 
thickness trend. The Hississippian strata in the district 
are only 103 feet thick and rest directly on Precambrian bed-
rock. 
The Organ district is located on a ridge-trend where the 
Mississippian is 300 feet thick. The other two districts 
which have had production from Mississippian strata are Tres 
Hermanas and San Simon. These two districts are located on 
the northern flank of the basin that later became the Penn-
sylvanian Pedregosa basin. The Mississippian strata are 748 
feet thick at San Simon and 830 feet thick at Tres Her.manas 
where only the upper 384 feet are exposed at the surface. 
The thickness trends of' the Pennsylvanian strata illus-
trated in the overlay to Figure 12 have the same lack of' par-
allelism as those of the Devonian and Mississippian trends. 
A well-defined group of' basins are distributed along a north-
ward trend in the eastern part of the study area. These ba-
sins are interconnected by troughs. In the southwestern part 
of the area several ridge and trough trends radiate outward 
to the north and east from the area of' the Pennsylvanian 
Florida islands. 
Nine of the twelve mining districts which contain Penn-
sylvanian strata have had production from Pennsylvanian 
rocks. Six of these nine districts which include New Pla-
cers, Magdal~na, Hansonburg, Pinos Altos, Central and Swartz, 
occur along or near ridge trends. Thickness of'- the Pennsyl-
vanian strata in these six mining districts is 726 to 1183 
feet. The ridge trend of thinne·r Pennsylvanian strata 
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extending northeast from the Magdalena district and bisecting 
the Lucero basin is a result or early Tertiary erosion. The 
Pennsylvanian strata are 1 ,915 feet thick in the San Simon 
district. This is on the west side or a south trending trough 
leading into the Pedregosa basin. The Organ district is on 
the west flank or the Orogrande basin near the east end or a 
east-west ridge trend. Here the Pennsylvanian strata are 
2,440 feet thick. Because the Tres Hermanas district is on 
the south flank or the former Florida islands, Pennsylvanian 
strata are only 560 feet thick in this locality. 
Her.mosa, Kingston and Cooks Peak mining districts have 
not had production from Pennsylvanian rocks even though they 
are present in the districts. At these localities Pennsylvan-
ian strata are from 180 to 1,375 feet thick. These three dis-
tricts occur along the same ridge trend as the Swartz district. 
The latter had small production from Pennsylvanian sediments. 
Thickness trends or the Permian strata were not invest-
igated because of the very limited base metal mineralization 
known rrom Permian beds. Figure 14 is a summary or Per.mian 
formation thicknesses at the locations studied. 
Permian sediments occur in eleven of the mining dis-
tricts studied, but the only recorded production is rram the 
228 root thick Abo For.mation in the Central district. The 
Abo is the only Permian formation present in the Central 1 
Swartz, Cooks Peak and Magdalena districts where its thick-
ness is from 150 to 490 feet. 
In the Kingston district the 700 foot thick Permian se-
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sandstone and limestone which may be a remnant or the Yeso 
Formation (Kuel1mer, 1954, p. 27). The Permian is represented 
in the Tres Her.manas district by 525 reet or the Hueco 
Formation but an undetermined thickness or the upper part 
is missing due to faulting (Kottlowski and Foster, 1962). In 
the Hansonburg district the Permian is 2,285 feet thick. Here 
it consists in ascending or~er, of the Bursum, Abo and Yeso 
Formations, Glorieta Sandstone and San Andres Formation. The 
same sequence, but lacking the Bursum Formation at the base 
is 1,535 feet thick in the New Placers district and 2,120 
reet thick in the Hermosa district. The thickness of the 
Permian strata in the Hermosa district is rrom isopach maps 
compiled by Kottlowski (1963); the ou~crop patte~ on the 
map by Dane and Bachman (1965) shows only the Abo Formation 
is present. 
Near the Organdistrict Permian str~ta are 2~525 feet 
thick. Here they consist, in as~endin~ orde~, of the Hueco 
Limestone, Abo Formation, Yeso Formation, Glorieta Sandstone 
and San Andres Formation. A 2,385 foot thick Permian se-
quence near the San Simon district co~sists, in ascending 
order, of the upper 200 feet of the Horquilla Limestone, the 
Earp Formation, Colina Limestone, Scherrer Formation and 
Concha (Chiricahua) Limestone. 
Numerical Summary of _Regiona~ Relations 
Of the possible 78 comb~nations be~w~en the six pro-
ductive stratigraphic units of the Paleozoic and the 13 
studied mining .districts, Table 2 shows that only 62 of these 
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c ombinations actually exist because strata are abs ent in 
some districts. Of the 62 combinations 31 have recorded me-
tal production. For example, one of the 31 productive com-
binations shown in Table 2 is the Pennsylvanian strata in 
the Tres Her.manas district. 
If the 11 Permian stratigraphic combinations and 6 com-
binations which contain strata not exposed at the surface or 
in mines are excluded, then 45 possible combinations remain 
of which 30 show production. This suggests that the exposed 
El Paso Limestone, Montoya Dolomite, Fusselman Dolomite, 
Mississippian strata and Pennsylvanian strata all together 
are mineralized 67 percent of the time in the thirteen stu-
died districts. 
If each or these 45 combinations is compared to its set-
ting in respect to thickness trends as discussed above the 
following figures are derived. For example, the productive 
Pennsylvanian strata in the Tres Her.manas district are loca-
ted along the flank or a Pennsylvanian basin. Therefore, this 
combination is counted as occurring in an area of thickened 
strata. or the 30 productive combinations 14 are along or 
near trends where the sediments are thinner with respect to 
the surrounding area, 10 are along or near trends of thicker 
sediments and 6 are located in areas where no definite thick-
ness trend prevails. or the 15 non-productive combinations 7 
are related to trends of thinner sediment, 7 are related to 
trends of thicker sediment and 1 is in an area of no definite 
thickness trend. 
Occurrences along areas of thinner sediments out or the 
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total number of occurrences over both thinner and thicker se-
diment trends (i.e., occurrences in areas of no definite thick-
ness trends are excluded) are about 50 percent for non-pro-
ductive and 58 percent for productive combinations. From the 
analyses it is concluded that the available data suggest a 
slight preference for thinner sediment trend areas to be fa-
vored sites for base metal mineralization in Paleozoic sedi-
ments. This conclusion applies to the overall averages. 
Several facta indicate control by thinner sed~ent trends. 
First, areas of thinner sediment in the Montoya and Pennsyl-
vanian strata appear to be favored sites for mineralization 
in the respective strata. The four districts in which the 
Montoya Dolomite is productive occur along a trend of thinner 
sediments. Six of the nine mining districts where Pennsylvan-
ian strata are productive also lie along Pennsylvanian trends 
of thinner sediments. Secondly, none of the thirteen studied 
mining districts occur in the central part of any of the Pa-
leozoic sedimentary basins. Several of the districts fall on 
flank areas of basins. The maximum thickness of mineralized 
strata on the flank of a basin is 2,440 feet. This represents 
the productive Pennsylvanian strata in the Organ mining area. 
While Wertz (1971) relates copper mineralization in 
southeastern Arizona to a rather speci£ic l~estone thickness 
range of rram 275 to 375 feet, in southwestern New Mexico no 
direct relationship appears to exist between thickness or the 
Paleozoic subdivisions and base-metal mineralization. The max-
imum and miniaum thickness of Paleozoic strata in the thir-
teen studied mining districts where the strata have been 
reported base-metal production is shown in Table 3. The 
minimum thickness variation or 164 reet is shown by the 
Montoya Dolomite while the maximum thickness variation of 
1 ,880 feet is shown by the Pennsylvanian strata. 
Summary 
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The thickness trends of each of the subdivisionsof the 
Paleozoic as used in this report do not appear to be closely 
related from subdivision to subdivision • . The exception to 
this statement is the thickness trends along the Orogrande 
basin in the Mississippian, Pennsylvanian and early Per.mian 
strata. The overall number averages suggest that areas of 
thinner sediments are slightly more favorable to minerali-
zation. The specific examples of the Montoya and Pennsylvan-
ian strata indicate trends of thinner sediment are favored 
locations tor base-metal min~ralization~ On th~ other hand, 
central parts of basins do not appear to be :favorable loca-
tions for mineralization. Finally a specific thickness 
range does not appear to be a necessary requisite for a given 
major subdivision of the Paleozoic to be mineralized. 
Productive Paleozoic Subdivisions 
Introduction 
Ore production, stratl.g~aphic and lithologic features 
of the six productive Paleozoic subdivisions, as they occur 
in the thirteen mining district ·s and .. cha~act~ristics o:r the 
two stratigraphic sections in areas of no known mineraliza-
tion are described in this section. Data presented are 
TABLE 3 
Thickness Range of Paleozoic Strata at the Thirteen Studied Mining Districts 
Where the Strata Has Reported Base-Metal Production 
A B c 
1 Permian Strata 228 
9 Pennsylvanian Strata 560-2440 
5 Mississippian Strata 103- 830 
8 Fusselman Dolomite (Silurian) 7- 1320 
4 Montoya Dolomite (Ordovician) 161- 325 
4 El Paso Limestone (Ordovician) 260- 750 
A - Number of mining districts in which strata have reported base-metal 
production. 
B - Paleozoic subdivisions as used in this dissertation. 
C - Thickness range (in feet). 
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rram rield and laboratory work and supplemented rrom the 
literature. Speciric £eatures described are amount and dis-
tribution of base-metal production, unit thickness, bedding 
thickness and character, carbonate petrology, dolomite-
dolomite plus calcite ratio, grain-size or dolomite and re-
crystallized limestone, and rracture characteristics. 
Distribution and stratigraphic position o£ the ore zones 
within the six Paleozoic subdivisions were estimated £rom de-
tailed in£or.matian included in published literature on the 
thirteen mining districts. Estimated replacement base-metal 
deposit production £igures in Table 2 were compiled £rom the 
literature on the individual mining districts, £rom economic 
summary reports or Lasky and Wootton (1933) and Anderson 
(1957), and fram yearly volumes or the Minerals Yearbook by 
the United States Bureau o£ Mines and cover the years £rom 
about 1848 through 1959. The Minerals Yearbook volumes are 
about the only source or published production data arter 
1959. Regrettably, only county production data are given, 
while before 1960, the Minerals Yearbook volumes gave data 
on individual mining districts. 
The Minerals Yearbook volumes through 1970, show that 
94 percent o£ the total lead production o£ 706,294,000 pounds 
and 83 percent or the total zinc production of 2,887,502,000 
pounds £or New Mexico occurred during the period 1848 through 
19$9. From available statistics it is est~ated that during 
this period 47 percent o£ the lead and 61 percent o£ the 
zinc produced in the state were from replacement deposits in 
Paleozoic strata in the thirteen studied mining districts. 
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Less than 2 percent of the New Mexico copper production of 
this period was from these deposits. The bulk of the copper 
production cam.e from "porphyry" copper deposits. The total 
estLmated metal production for the period 1848 through 1959 
in Table 2, (p. 61) is 1,852,039,473 pounds. The copper-
lead-zinc ratio of this production is 1:4.2:20.1. These 
production statistics indicate the ~portance of the Paleo-
zoic carbonate rocks as hosts for lead and zinc ore minerals 
in New Mexico. 
Much of the literature on the studied areas predates the 
development of the very useful classifications of carbonate 
rocks which are now used in much o£ the present literature. 
Even relatively recent literature on the study areas for one 
reason or another has not used these classifications. Sample 
collection and laboratory study or these samples done £or 
this study have resulted in the unified description of the in-
ferred ore-zones across the broad study area in ter.ms of one 
of the more widely used recent carbonate rock classifications. 
The classification by Dunham {1962) was used for this purpose. 
One goal o£ the investigation was to see if any particu-
lar limestone texture or textures as defined by Dunham's 
classification were more susceptible than others to ore min-
eralization. From this initial regional study it appears 
that the very productive ore-zones contain primarily crinoi-
dal grainstones and packstones while less productive ore-
zones contain more lime mudstones. 
This conclusion is regarded as tentative because or the 
broad sample interval and the uncertainty in many cases as 
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to the exact stratigraphic position o~ the ore-zones. Addi-
tional study ne eds to be done to ~urther veri~y these ~ind­
ings. Probably the best way to veri~y these ~indings would 
be by detailed study of the carbonate petrology in districts 
and mines where the exact stratigraphic position o~ the ore-
zone can be determined and where sampling can be done strati-
graphically above and below the ore-zones as well as laterally. 
The petrologic study o~ the dolomite host-rocks yielded 
only grain-size data. The ore-zones were generally ~ina- to 
medium-grained. 
A study o~ the dolomite content o~ the ore-zone rocks 
was carried out with the intention to evaluate this factor as 
a control o~ ore-mineralization. Dolomite content was deter-
mined primarily by staining methods supplemented by the X-ray 
di~~raction method. 
From this study it was determined that the carbonate 
content or the samples was either 0 to 5 percent dolomite or 
95 to 100 percent dolomite (i.e., nearly pure limestone or 
nearly pure dolomite). Only a negligible number o~ samples 
had 5 to 95 percent dolomite. In the nearly pure limestone, 
dolomite generally occurred replacing allochem grains espe-
cially crinoid fragments. Calcite in the nearly pure dolomite 
occurred as veins and veinlets in the rocks. 
The laboratory study did not suggest a correlation bet-
ween the dolomite content of the carbonate rocks and favor-
ability to ore-mineralization. 
The dolomite in most or the sampled Paleozoic formations 
appears to be a result or primary dolomitization related to 
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formation facies and not to Tertiary ore-mineralization. 
Limestone beds do not appear to be significantly dolomi-
tized in the areas within the districts where samples were 
collected. Only a ~ew samples ~rom limestone beds a ~ew tens 
of feet from exposed hydrothermal mineralization were recog-
nized as containing dolomite introduced during ore-minerali-
zation. The widespread distribution o~ ~ine to medium cry-
stalline, bedded dolomite outside o~ the mining district 
areas in the El Paso Limestone, Montoya Dolomite and Fussel-
man Dolomite is thought to be evidence ~or the primary origin 
of the dolomite in these formations. 
Of the eight subdivisions of the Paleozoic included in 
Table 2, only the Bliss Sandstone (Cambrian-Ordovician) and 
Devonian strata show no production from replacement-type de-
posits. Lack of production fro~ the Bliss Sandstone might be 
explained by its composition of primarily quartz sand grains 
which are normally chemically unresponsive to replacement by 
hydrothermal, ore-bearing fluids. The Devonian clastic sedi-
ment may also have been chemically unreactive to the Tertiary 
hydrothermal fluids. The high proportion of shale in these 
sediments also allowed them to deform more plastically and 
with lesser development of open fractures for ore fluid in-
gress. This lack of open fractures and the inherent imper-
meability of shaly sediments may account for the Devonian 
strata acting as a "caprock" for bedded-ore replacements 
such as occurred in the Hermosa, Kingston, Swartz, Central, 
Cooks Peak and Organ districts. 
The other six subdivisions of the Paleozoic (Table 2) 
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have ore production ~rom replacement deposits. These produc-
tive units are, in stratigraphic order, the El Paso Limestone 
(Ordovician), Montoya Dolomite (Ordovician) Fusselman Dolomite 
(Silurian)~ Mississippian strata, Pennsylvanian strata and 
Permian strata. The units are discussed in the order given. 
The thickness and production o~ these units in the min-
ing districts are summarized in Table 1 and Table 2 respect-
ively. The thickness values given in this part o~ the re-
port were compiled from literature sources and ~ield measure-
ments and are ~elt to be typical ~or the districts where 
thickness variations are reported. 
Figures 5, 15 and 16 give, in cross section ~or.m, a use-
~ul summary of the stratigraphic position o~ the ore-zones 
and the relative stratigraphy at each o~ the studied areas 
within the southwestern New Mexico region. 
Figures 17 through 22 show, in bar graph ~orm, Paleozoic 
subdivision thickness~ thickness and stratigraphic position 
o~ ore zones, and amount and type of base-metal production 
for each Paleozoic subdivision. 
Figures 23 through 26 summarize several of the character-
istics of the ore zones. In order to save space on these fi-
gures the age and formation names are coded using the stan-
dard stratigraphic computer coding system adopted by the 
American Association of Petroleum Geologists (Cohee, 1967). 
The meaning of the code terms are as follows: 368-0rdovician 
System, Canadian Series, ELPS-El Paso Limestone, 365-0rdovi-
cian System, Champlainian Series, MNTY-Montoya Dolomite, 355 
Silurian System, Niagaran Series, FSLM-Fusse1man Dolomite, 
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330-Mississippian System, ECBR-Escabrosa Limestone, LKVL-
Lake Valley Formati on, TRBL-Tierra Blanca Member of the Lake 
Valley Formation, KLLY-Kelly Limestone, 320-Pennsylvani an 
System, HRQL-Horquilla Formation, OSLD-Oswaldo Formation, 
SYRN-Syrena Formation, 310-Permian System, ABO-Abo Formation. 
The explanation for all other symbols used in Figures 23 
through 26 is given on the legend pages preceding the figure 
pages. 
El Paso Limestone (Ordovician) 
Production of lead-copper- zinc replacement ores from the 
El Paso Limestone occurred in the mining districts of Organ, 
Kingston, Hermosa and San Simon in decreasing order or pro-
duction, respectively, (Table 2). 
The assignment or over nine million pounds or total me-
tal production to the El Paso Limestone in the Organ district 
while somewhat arbitrary, is based on best available data. 
Dunham (1 935) is the best source for information on productive 
stratigraphic units in the district. He (1935, Plate 12 and 
Figure 16), indicates about half of the district's production 
is from replacement or undifferentiated Ordovician- Silurian 
dolomite along steeply dipping faults roughly parallel or at 
low angles to bedding and along contacts with a less steeply 
dipping quartz monzonite dike at the Stevenson-Bennett mine. 
The undifferentiated Ordovician-Silurian dolomite includes 
the El Paso LUnestone, Montoya Dolomite and Fusselman Dolo-
mite which have a total thickness of 1200 feet elsewhere in 
the Organ Mountains and with the El Paso being 750 feet thick. 
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Field measurements show 702 reet of undifferentiated Ordovi-
cian-Silurian stratigraphic section in the Stevenson-Bennett 
mine area. The writer was not able to determine which parts 
or the El Paso, Montoya and Fusselman were present in this 
sequence and which parts have been cut out or repeated due to 
the faulting. Thererore, most of the Ordovician-Silurian 
section and production were arbitrarily assigned to the re-
latively thick El Paso Limestone (Figure 17 and Table 2). The 
Fusselman Dolomite may be the more important ore horizon 
since Dunham indicates on text page 44 and on the relatively 
small-scale geologic map on Plate 2 that the Fusselman Dolo-·~" 
mite is present at the Stevenson-Bennett mine. 
Specirically, reatures or the ore-bearing zones in the 
702 root thick Ordovician-Silurian section at the Stevenson-
Bennett mine are gray, primarily finely crystalline, massive-
bedded dolomite containing less than 3 percent calcite. Some 
or the dolomite contains abundant thin, calcite and dolomite 
veinlets which trend in all directions and give hand samples 
the look of a breccia which did not suffer displacement of 
the breccia fragments after rracturing. Fossils resembling 
Receptaculites sp. and Halysites sp. were observed on the 
hill at the southeast edge of the Stevenson-Bennett mine 
area. This hill is assumed to be the same location which 
Dunham {1935, p. 44) mentions as showing outcrops of fossili-
ferous Fusse1man dolomite. 
The copper-lead-zinc metal production ratio from the Or-
dovician-Silurian strata at the Stevenson-Bennett mine is es-
timated to be about 1:5:1. 
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Figure 15 East-West stratigraphic profile through selected studied sections in southwestern New Mexico from the 
Sacramento Mountains to the San Simon mining district. 
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Figure 17 Thickness and metal production of the Bliss Sandstone (Cambrian-Ordovician), El Paso Limestone (Ordovician) and Montoya 
Dolomite (Ordovician) at studied mining districts and unmineralized sections (underlined) in southwestern New Mexico. 
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Figure 18 Thickness and metal production of the Fusselman Dolomite (Silurian) at studied mining districts and unmineralized sections 
(underlined) in southwestern New Mexico. 
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Figure 19 Thickness of the Devonian strata at studied mining districts and unmineralized sections (underlined) in southwestern New 
Mexico. 
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Figure 20 Thickness and metal production of the Mississippian strata at studied mining districts and unmineralized sections (underlined) 
in southwestern New Mexico. 
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Figure 21 Thickness and metal production of the Pennsylvanian strata at studied mining districts and unmineralized sections (underlined) 
in southwestern New Mexico. 
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L e g e n d f o r F i g u r e s 23 1 24 1 2 ~ a n d 26 
P=Production in pounds of Copper, Lead and Zinc from Hydrothermal replacement deposits 
0 > 1001000,000 STRATA CODES: 
0 10,0001000- 991999,999 310 PERMIAN SYSTEM 
ABO Abo Formation 
0 1~0001000- 919991999 320 PENNSYLVANIAN SYSTEM 
0 501000 - 999,999 HROL Horquilla Formation 
SYRN Syrena Formation 
T < 50,000 OSLO Oswaldo Formation 
330 MISSISSIPPIAN SYSTEM 
KLLY Kelly Limestone 
LKVL Lake Valley Formation 
TRBL Tierra Blanca Meraber of Lake Valley Formation 
ECBR Escabrosa Limestone 
D =Dolomite: Dolomite+Calclte ratio 355 SILURIAN SYSTEM, NIAGARAN SERIES 
FSLM Fusselman Dolomite 
365 ORDOVICIAN SYSTEM, CHAMPLAIN IAN SERIES 
MNTY Montoya Dolomite 
368 ORDOVICIAN SYSTEM, CANADIAN SERIES 
CJ 0-10 °/o ELPS El Paso Limestone 
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Legend (Continued ) 
0 > 250 microns coarse crystalline 
<D 250-62 microns medium crystalline 
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in hand samples 
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Figure 23 Characteristics of favorable Paleozoic ore-bearing horizons in the Tres Hermanas, San Simon, Victorio and Organ 
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Figure 24 Characteristics of favorable Paleozoic ore-bearing horizons in the Cooks Peak, Central, Swartz and Pinos Altos 
mining districts, New Mexico. *Data from literature. 
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-Figure 25 Characteristics of favorable Paleozoic ore-bearing horizons in the Kingston, Hermosa, Hansonburg and Magdalena 
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Figure 26 Characteristics of favorable Paleozoic ore-bearing horizons in the New Placers mining district, New Mexico. 
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Production ass i gned to the 278 foot thick El Paso Lime-
stone in the Kingston district is 142~000 pounds with a 
copper-lead-zinc ratio of 5:12:1. This production is pri-
marily from the upper one fourth of the El Paso Limestone in 
the Grey Eagle mine area in the southwest part of the district. 
The occurrence of the ore at the Grey Eagle mine is 
variously described as associated with northwest trending 
rhyolite dikes that cut the gently arched limestone (Harley~ 
1934~ p. 103) or in pockets along faults and fractures (Hill~ 
1946~ p. 7) or from discontinuous veins and possible replace-
ment bodies (Kuellmer~ 1954~ p. 90). Hill (1946) mentions 
andesite dikes are present while Kuellmer (1954) describes the 
numerous local dikes as gray, aphanitic, quartz monzonite 
porphyry. Kuellmer (1954, p. 12, 14 and 15) describes the 
El Paso Limestone in the Kingston area as consisting of over 
90 percent gray~ fine-grained limestone in slabby to massive 
beds. Dolomite, siltstone and shale beds are interbedded with 
the typical limestone beds primarily near the top and bottom 
of the formation. 
The upper 60 feet of the El Paso Limestone is exposed in 
the Grey Eagle mine area. The upper 10 to 12 feet is light 
gray, medium crystalline dolomite underlain by 48 feet of 
gray, thick-bedded limestone consisting of poorly washed, 
intraclastic grainstone that becomes a pelletal packstone at 
the base of this 48 foot thick interval. Figure 27 is a 
photograph of the lower part of upper 60 feet of El Paso 
Limestone exposed near the Grey Eagle mine. 
Figure 27 Outcrop photograph of thick-bedded, in-
traclastic grainstone and pelletal packstone of the 
El Paso Limestone about 55 feet below the top of 
the formation. The outcrop is on the north valley 
wall or South Percha Creek and 430 feet east or 
Adit Number 1 of the Grey Eagle mine. The Jacob 
staff in the picture is 5 feet long. 
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The grainstone contains a few small pods of gray to light 
bu:ff chert and shows in thin section a small percent of' the 
intraclasts replaced by chert. The pelletal packstone on the 
weathered outcrop shows light but::r, discontinuous, wavy, sili-
ceous partings which weather in relief and give the outcrop a 
lacy textured appearance. Kuellmer (1954, p.15) gives this 
texture feature as distinctive o:f the El Paso Limestone. Very 
:finely crystalline limestone from near a dike, in cut and 
smoothed section, shows evidence or recrystallization and the 
presence of contact metamorphic minerals tentatively identi-
fied as tremolite and diopside. 
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The El Paso Limestone is not exposed in the Hermosa dis-
trict but is estimated to be 260 feet thick in the subsur-
face. Production or 94,000 pounds or lead was assigned to 
the El Paso Limestone because Jahns (1955, p. 11) attributes 
possibly some or the ore from the Pelican shaft as from this 
unit. No other details about the unit is given by Jahns. 
A small, unspecified amount of base-metal production is 
attri~uted by Gillerman (1958, p. 103) to have come from the 
El Paso Limestone in the San Simon district in the area 
northeast or the Granite Gap mines. This production is es-
timated to be from near the base of the El Paso Limestone 
(Figure 1 7). 
In this area the El Paso is about 500 feet thick and is 
described by Gillerman {1958) as consisting of· a lower mem-
ber of medium-bedded, medium- to fine-grained, gray to pink-
ish, noncherty dolomite; a middle member of about 130 feet of 
thin-bedded, gray limestone interbedded with discontinuous 
irregular beds and lenses of black chert laminations less 
than one inch thick; and a upper member of nearly 200 feet of 
thick-bedded, fine-grained noncherty, light-gray dolomite. 
Overlying this. sequence in this area of the Peloncillo 
Mountains is up to 100 feet of darker gray, medium-bedded 
dolomite including about 30 to 35 feet of alternating thin 
beds of brown and black cherts and gray dolomite. Giller.man 
tentatively refers these rocks to the Montoya Dolomite but 
Hayes (1 972) includes them as part of the El Paso Lin1estone. 
In summary, the El Paso Limestone is known to have had 
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minor production of lead-copper-zinc in four districts. Lead 
production exceeded the others. Some characteristics of the 
productive strata are summarized in Figures 23 and 25. Pos-
sibly three of the four districts had dolomite as the host-
rock. The fourth was primarily limestone with same dolo-
mite. Bedding characteristics tend to be thick to massive in 
the three districts where the strata are exposed. Only in 
the Kingston district are original primary carbonate features 
preserved. These include intraclastic packstones and pelle-
tal grainstones as shown in Figure 25. 
Montoya Dolomite (Ordovician) 
Four districts had metal production from the Montoya 
Dolomite. These included Swartz, Hermosa, Organ and King-
ston in order of relative production. Over 11,500,000 pounds 
of copper, lead and zinc were mined with lead representing 
over 55 percent of the total metal and 37 percent of this 
coming from the Swartz district. Metal production from the 
individual districts is summarized in Table 2. In the pro-
ductive districts the Montoya Dolomite ranges from 161 to 
325 feet. Outside of the mining districts, or in districts 
where Montoya is not known to be mineralized, the thickness 
ranges from 305 to 405 feet. The mode is higher in the non-
mineralized areas. Known replacement mineralization may oc-
cur in the lower half of the thicker sections and throughout 
the thinner sections. This is shown in Figure 17. 
Characteristics of the productive portions of the Montoya 
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Dolomite include mainly a ~ine to medium crystalline dolomite 
campos~tion ~or three o~ the ~our mining districts. Chert is 
present in moderate amounts (6-15 percent) in the Hermosa dis-
trict. In the Swartz district the chert exceeds 15 percent 
and occurs in a limestone with carbonate mudstone and wacke-
stone as rock types present. (Figure 28, photograph). 
Figure 28 Outcrop photograph of the thin, wavy, al-
ternating beds of lime mudstone and light gray chert 
or the Aleman Member of the Montoya Dolomite. Chert is 
50 percent of this outcrop located on the east side 
of the road 600 ~eet northwest of the West Cut at the 
Royal John mine in the Swartz district. The bulk of 
the production rram this mine has been from this thin-
bedded member. The smaller subdivisions on the Jacob 
staff are 0.1 foot. 
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Two o£ the districts containing dolomite show massive bedding. 
In the Hermosa district it is medium- to thin-bedded with some 
subordinate thick to massive beds present. In the more pro-
ductive Swartz district bedding is thin to medium. Where ob-
served, £racture characteristics o£ the productive beds were 
either closely to moderately spaced fractures. Figures 23, 
24 and 25 diagrammatically summarize these features. 
Fusselman Dolomite (Silurian) 
The Fusse~an Dolomite is known to have been mineralized 
in eight of the nine districts which have the fo~ation pre-
sent. The formation appears to have been the most favored 
unit for replacement even though total production was only 
5.5 percent of total production. It is possible that miner-
allization may be present at depth in the one district not 
having recorded production from it. Total metal production 
is 102,000,000 pounds of which 90 percent or over 92,000,000 
pounds were lead. The remaining 10 percent was essentially 
zinc. Cooks Peak had 72,000,000 pounds of metal with 90 
percent in lead and atout 10 percent in zinc and representing 
78 percent of the total lead produced from the Fusselman 
Dolomite. The Victorio district followed with about 18 per-
cent of the lead production. The remaining 4 percent of 
known production is spread among the other six districts. 
Because of pre-Mississippian erosion three districts in the 
north have no Fusselman Dolomite present. The San Simon 
district in the extreme southwest also lacks the Fusselman 
Formation as a result of pre-Devo.nian erosion (Gillerman, 1958). 
In the districts containing productive Fusselman Dolo-
mite, the thickness o~ the formation ranges rrom 7 to 1,320 
feet. Faults in the Tres Hermanas district may have repeated 
the section, though a rew miles away the Victorio district 
has over 900 feet exposed. The other districts show 350 feet 
or less in thickness for the formation. Mineralized zones 
within the FusseLman Dolomite appear to form in the upper 
halr (Figure 18). For example, in the Cooks Peak area known 
mineralization is in the upper one quarter o~ the rormation. 
The nearby Victorio district shows it in the upper one-half. 
The Organ, Kingston and Central districts also have minerali-
zation in the upper part of the formation. In the Swartz and 
Hermosa districts some mineralization occurs throughout the 
formation. Both of these districts, and more especially Her-
mosa, have relatively thin sections. 
In respect to lithologic characteristics all districts 
with productive Fusselman, except Tres Hermanas, show fine to 
medium crystalline dolomite as the rock type (Figures 23-25). 
Bedding is mainly massive in six of the eight districts. In 
two other districts it is mainly medium- to thick-bedded. 
Because of the dolomitic character of the formation, the ori-
ginal carbonate fabric is not identifiable. Chert, if pre-
sent in the districts, occurs in amounts of less than 5 per-
cent of the volume of the for.mation. 
Abundant thin veinlets occur in Fusselman Dolomite in 
the Central and Swartz districts and in possible Fusselman 
rocks in the Organ district. These veinlets are spaced at 
least several per inch, trend in all directions, and are 
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rilled with either calcite or dolomite. Abundant open rrac-
tures occur in the Hermosa district. 
Mississippian Strata 
The productive Mississippian ror.mations include the 
Tierra Blanca Member of the Lake Valley Formation in the 
Central district, possibly some lower members or the Lake 
Valley Formation also in the Central district, the Kelly 
Limestone in the Magdalena district, parts or the Rancheria 
or possibly the Lake Valley ror.mations in the Organ district, 
the Paradise Formation (?) and Escabrosa Limestone at San 
Simon and the Hachita Formation or the Escabrosa Group at 
the Tres Her.manas district. The presence of the Paradise For-
mation in the mineralized areas of the San Simon district has 
not been definitely established because of alteration, frac-
turing and brecciation (Giller.man, 1958, p. 102). 
These formations have been by far the most proliric 
producers, yielding nearly 83 percent of the total metal 
produced from Paleozoic strata. Total metal production from 
the Mississippian units approximates 1 ,535,000,000 pounds 
with a metal ratio of copper-lead-zinc of 1:3-6:28.8. Zinc 
comprises 86 percent of the total metal production rrom the 
favored Mississippian strata. Central and Magdalena are the 
two major zinc producers which have produced over 99 percent 
of the total metal from the Mississippian strata. The 
estimated Mississippian production figures for the rive pro-
ductive districts are shown in Table 2. 
The upper part of the Mississippian strata has been the 
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primary productive part of the Mississippian at the Central, 
San Simon and Tres Hermanas districts. Only minor productive 
horizons are present in the lower parts of the Mississippian 
sections in the Central and San Simon districts. All of the 
relatively thin Mississippian section (103 feet) has been 
productive ·at the Magdalena district. Two relatively thin 
horizons in the highly altered Mississippian strata are 
thought to be productive at the Organ district. The pro-
ductive zones are indicated in Figure 20. 
Table 1 shows the thickness of the Mississippian strata 
in the five productive districts ranges from 103 to 830 feet. 
The thicker sections are 830 feet thick in the Tres Hermanas 
district and 748 feet thick in the San Simon district. The 
extremely productive Mississippian strata have been the up-
per 192 .foot thick Tierra Blanca Member of the Lake Valley 
Limestone in the Central district and the 103 foot thick 
Kelly Limestone in the Magdalena district. The Tierra Blanca 
is the top of the 457 foot thick Mississippian section in the 
Central district. The Kelly Limestone represents the Miss-
issippian section in the Magdalena district. The Kelly dir-
ectly overlies the Tierra Blanca in the Hermosa district 
where no part of the Mississippian section has know produc-
tion. Production is recorded from the 300 foot thick Miss-
issippian section in the Organ district. Five districts con-
tain non-productive Mississippian sections which range from 
120 .feet to 450 feet thick. 
The productive Escabrosa is massive-bedded in Tres 
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Her.manas while the productive Paradise (?) and Escabrosa £or-
mations in the ~an Simon dist~i ct are massive- to medium-bed-
ded. (Figure 29 , photograph). Productive zones in the Organ 
Figure 29 Photograph or medium- to thick-bedded 
Mississippian limestone exposed at the mouth or 
one o£ the many mine tunnels preBent on the south 
slope or the hill at the Granite Gap mines in the 
San Simon district. The ·rocks are lime mudstone 
to crinoid packstones with pods and lenses or 
black chert parallel to the bedding and occassional 
pods and veins or coarse calcite crystals. The 
Jacob starr is 5 reet long. 
district appear to be thick-bedded (Figure 23). In the Cen-
tral district the Tierra Blanca is generally thick-bedded but 
also contains massive- and medium-bedding. The much less 
productive lower me~bers o£ the Lake Valley Limestone in the 
Central district are generally medium-bedded but also are 
thick- and thin-bedded (Figure 24). Bedding in the Kelly 
Limestone in the Magdalena district is generally massive but 
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with some parts being medium- to thin-bedded (Figure 25). 
Over the five productive districts the Mississippian ore-zones 
generally tend to consist or massive- to thick-bedded li~e­
stone units. 
The Mississippian ore-zones are relatively pure lime-
stone with dolomite present in most cases in amounts less 
than 5 percent by volume. The dolomite generally occurs as 
secondary material in veins and replacing calcite grains such 
as crinoid or other fossil fragments. The Tierra Blanca Mem-
ber in the Central district is a crinoid grainstone. The 
Kelly Limestone in the Magdalena district is also primarily a 
crinoid grainstone with minor amounts or packstone and cal-
careous sandstone present. Carbonate mudstones appear to be 
the dominate rock type ~n the possible ore-zones in the lower 
members of the Lake Valley Limestone in the Central district, 
in the Hachita Limestone in the San Simon district and in 
the Mississippian atrata in the Organ district. Lesser a-
mounts or wackestone are associated with these mudstones in 
the Central district and wackestone and packstone are present 
in the San Simon district. In the Tres Hermanas district the 
productive Hachita Formation has been altered to coarse cry-
stalline marble but the distribution of molds of fossil frag-
ments in the pods and lenses of chert present in the for.m~­
tion suggests the limestone originally consisted of wacke-
stone and carbonate mudstone. (Figure 30, photograph). This 
chert is 6 to 15 percent of the examined Hachita Formation. 
Figure 30 Photograph of the Hachita Formation ex-
posed 2,000 feet east-northeast of the Lindy Ann 
mine in the Tres He~anas district. Here the for-
mation consists of coarse-grained marble with ir-
regular, rounded pods of chert containing molds of 
crinoid ossicles. The smallest subdivision on the 
Jacob staff is 0.1 foot. 
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Shale forming an imper.meable caprock over productive 
Mississippian rocks and providing a barrier to risir.g hydro-
ther.mal fluids aiding in the localization of ore deposition 
may have been a significant control in the four districts 
with Mississippian production. The lower 50 feet of the 
Pennsylvanian Oswaldo Formation is the "Parting Shale" which 
directly overlies the Tierra Blanca in the Central district. 
Overlying the Kelly Formation in the Magdalena district is 
the low r quartzite member of the Pennsylvanian Sandia For-
mation. This member is generally 90 feet thick with 
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considerable shale interbedded with quartzite (Loughlin and 
Koschmann 1942, p. 17). In, the Organ district in the area 
where the Mississippian is known to be productive the Miss-
issippian is overlain by 30 feet or shale and conglomerate 
which for.ms the basal part of the Pennsylvanian sequence. 
The productive upper part of the Hachita Formation "lower 
marble" in the Tres Hermanas district is overlain by the 70 
root thick "lower impure lime stone" which forms the base of 
the Pennsylvanian sequence and under intense metamorphic con-
ditions converted to hornfels and garnet beds instead of 
marble because of the presence of original clay minerals 
(Griswold, 1961, p. 49). The caprock control exerted by the 
Devonian Percha Shale in the Granite Gap mines in the San 
Simon district would not seem to be great as mineralization 
is centered more at the Mississippian-Pennsylvanian boundary 
than at the Devonian-Mississippian boundary. No significant 
shale is present at the base of the Pennsylvanian section in 
the San Simon district. 
Pennsylvanian Strata 
Pennsylvanian production has come from nine out of the 
twelve districts where Pennsylvanian rocks are present. To-
tal base-metal production from Pennsylvanian strata in the 
nine districts up through 1959 is estimated at nearly 187, 
000,000 pounds or about 10 percent of the total Paleozoic 
production. The copper-lead-zinc ratio for this production 
is 1:1.7:5.2. The Central district accounts for 37.8 percent 
of the Pennsylvanian metal production followed by the Pinos 
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Altos district with 22.7 percent, the New Placers district 
with 17.6 percent, and the remaining 21.9 percent or the pro-
duction apportioned in decreasing ~ounts to the Magdalena, 
San Simon, Hansonburg, Organ, Tres Hermanas and Swartz dis-
tricts respectively. 
As shown in Table 2, the Central, Pinos Altos, Magdalena, 
Tres Her.manas and Swartz districts had more zinc production 
than lead or copper production. Copper was the most import-
ant metal at the New Placers district while lead was most 
important at the San Simon, Hansonburg and Organ districts. 
The distribution and thickness or the ore-zones with 
respect to the total stratigraphic thickness or Pennsylvanian 
rocks in the various districts are shown in Figure 21 • These 
ore-zones show no tendency to be concentrated either high or 
low within the Pennsylvanian sections. In general, if more 
than one zone exists, they are relatively thin and widely 
spaced within the sections. 
The thickness or the Pennsylvanian strata in the fifteen 
studied areas is summarized in Table 1. The average thickness 
or the Pennsylvanian strata in the nine districts which show 
Pennsylvanian production is about 1 ,150 feet with the thick-
est section being 2,440 feet in the Organ district and the 
thinnest section being 560 feet in the Tres Hermanas district. 
In the districts with the highest Pennsylvanian production Pen-
nsylvanian strata are 726 feet thick in the Central district, 
915 reet thick in the Pinos Altos district and 820 feet thick 
in the New Placers district. The thickness or the Pennsylvanian 
--~ 
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rocks in the three districts containing these strata, but not 
showing production from them or in the two areas not within 
mining districts~ ranges from 180 to 1,375 feet thick with 
the average nearly 1 ~060 feet. 
The productive Pennsylvanian rocks in the Pinos Altos, 
Swartz and Organ districts are part of the Magdalena Group 
which is more or less synonymous with the Pennsylvanian Sys-
tem in New Mexico (Kottlowski~ 1960~ p. 20). More detailed 
subdivision of the Pennsylvanian rocks has not been recorded 
in the literature pertaining to these districts. 
The uppermost Pennsylvanian ore-zone for the Organ dis-
trict on Figure 21 is the estimated stratigraphic position 
of the Modoc mine based on information from Dunham (1935). 
Yet~ if accepted the map position or the Modoc mine and ore-
zone on the New Mexico state geologic map (Dane and Bachman, 
1965) is in the Permian Hueco Limestone. 
Pennsylvanian production in the Magdalena district is 
from the Sandia Formation and lower part of the Madera Lime-
stone which are the lower and upper formations, respectively~ 
of the Magdalena Group. The entire production in the New 
Placers district has been from the Madera Limestone. The 
productive strata in the Hansonburg district are in the lower 
part of the Upper Arkose limestone member of the Madera 
Limestone according to the terminology of Wilpolt and Wanek 
(1952) or belong to the Council Springs Limestone and lower 
part of the Burrego Formation according to the stratigraphic 
ter.minology of Thompson (1942). The Magdalena Group in the 
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Central district consists or the Oswaldo Formation overlain 
by the Syrena Formation. Both or these ror.mations contain 
productive strata in the Central district. The Pennsylvanian 
Horquilla Limestone contains the productive strata in the 
San SLmon district. Productive Missourian (?) strata overlie 
the more productive Mississippian strata in the Tres Her.manas 
district. 
The productive Pennsylvanian ore-zones are limestone 
with less than 5 percent dolomite present in the rocks. 
Chert normally is present only in amounts less than 5 percent, 
but is present in amounts from 6 to 15 percent in ore-zones 
within the Oswaldo Formation in the Central district and in 
the Pennsylvanian rocks at the Mineral Mountain mine in the 
Swartz district. 
The limestones in the Swartz and Pinos Altos districts 
are recrystallized to £ine to coarse crystalline limestone 
and no evidence or the original carbonate £abric was obser-
ved in collected samples. Although rock samples £rom near 
the primarily copper producing San Pedro mine in the New Pla-
cers district are recrystallized, petrologic evidence indi-
cates these rocks were carbonate mudstones and packstones. 
The stratigraphically lower lead-zinc deposits at New Placers 
occur in carbonate mudstone. The Pennsylvanian ore-zone 
rocks at Tres Her.manas show alteration which obscures much or 
the original depositional texture. The rocks range rrom what 
is interpreted to be a silicified carbonate mudstone to 
siltstone to wackestone to completely recrystallized, medium 
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crystalline limestone. Carbonate mudstones predominate in 
the Central, Magdalena and Organ districts. Subordinate a-
mounts of wackestone, grainstone, and packstone are found in 
the Magdalena district while claystone with carbonate mud-
stone intraclasts predominate over the carbonate mudstone in 
the ore-zone in the upper part of the Syrena For.matian in the 
Central district. Wackestone predominates in the San Simon 
district with packstones, mudstones and grainstone also pre-
sent. Grainstones make up much of the strata-controlled ore-
zone in the Hansonburg district but wackestones, packstones, 
carbonate mudstones and a small amount of recrystallized 
limestone also occur. (Figure 31, photograph.) 
In summary the ore-zones in Pennsylvanian strata, in 
areas where the original carbonate depositional texture can 
be observed, appear to consist pr~arily of carbonate mud-
stones and packstones although in the Hansonburg district 
grainstone becomes an important rock type along with these 
rock types. 
Medium-bedding predominates in the ore-zones in four of 
the eight districts where bedding data were obtained. In 
three of the districts massive-bedding is dominant, and in 
one district thick-bedding predominates. 
Abundant to moderate jointing is present in the Penn-
sylvanian ore-zone rocks in the Magdalena and Pinos Altos dis-
tricts. Moderate to sparse jointing occurs in the Hansonburg 
and New Placers districts. The rock fracture, bedding, and 
carbonate petrology characteristics are diagrammatically sum-
marized for the Pennsylvanian ore-zones in Figures 23 to 26. 
Figure 31 Photograph of the massive-bedded Penn-
sylvanian Council Spring Limestone exposed 750 reet 
north or the Julian-Malachite mine in the Hansonburg 
district. The Council Spring Limestone consists or 
fossiliferous Grainstone, packstone and wackestone. 
Permian Strata 
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or the eleven districts studied which contain Permian 
strata only the Central district and possibly the Organ dis-
trict have recorded base-metal production rrom replacement 
deposits in these rocks. Production comes rrom the base or 
the Abo Formation in Shingle Canyon in the Central district. 
Here it overlies the Pennsylvanian Syrena Formation which has 
ore production from the top of the formation in the Shingle 
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Canyon area. The Modoc mine in the Organ district 1 noted 
earlier 1 is listed under Pennsylvanian ore production (Table 
2). It is possible that the production or this mine may have 
come £ram the lower part o£ the Per.mian Hueco Formation. 
The Central district Per.mian strata total metal pro-
duction is estimated in Table 2 at slightly over 7 1 000 1 000 
pounds 1 or less than 0.5 percent or the total Paleozoic pro-
duction. The copper-lead-zinc ratio or this production is 
calculated to be 1.3:1:16.7. 
The Abo Formation is 228 reet thick in the Central dis-
trict. The rocks believed to represent the strata controlled 
ore-zone contain less than 5 percent dolomite in the rocks. 
The section contains possible 50 percent or more £ina-grained, 
terrigenous clastics. The rocks are medium- to thin-bedded, 
intraclastic grainstone conglomerates and claystones (Figure 
24). 
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Summary of' Char~cteristics o:f Productive Units 
The relatively minor ore production :from the El Paso 
Limestone is predaminatly lead with slightly more copper than 
zinc. Three di$tricts show production from the upper parts 
of' the :formation and one district shows production :from near 
the base. The formation is 260 .. to 750 feet thick in the f'our 
productive districts and is 495 to 1,000 f'eet thick in the 
six districts with no recorded production. In three or the 
:four productive districts the host-rock is dolomite. In the 
:fourth district packstone and grainstone limestone rock-types 
predominate over dolomite. The thick to massive beds in the 
ore-zones contain less than 5 percent chert. 
The Montoya Dolomite also shows relatively minor pro-
duction. Lead predominates over zinc and only minor copper 
was produ~ed. The :formation is 161 to 325 :feet thick in the 
f'our productive districts and 50 to 405 feet thick in the 
six districts w~th no recorded production. Ore-zones occur 
in the lower ha~r of' the thick sections and throughout the 
thinner sections. The productive strata in two districts 
are massive-bedded dolomite; in one district they are pre-
dominantly medium-bedded dolomite with 6 to 15 percent chert; 
and in one district thin-to medium-bedded carbonate mudstone 
and wackestone with greater than 15 percent chert. The dis-
trict with the cherty limestone showed the greatest produc-
tion. Abundant to moderate :fracturing was noted in the one 
productive district where :fracture measurements were made. 
The Fusse~an Dolomite shows production :from eight of' the 
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nine districts in which it occurs. The production is 5.5 
percent or the total Paleozoic production from the thirteen 
districts and consists or 90 percent lead, 9 percent zinc 
and 1 percent copper. Seventy eight percent of the total, 
Fussebnan production is from one district. Production is at 
or near the top or the formation in seven or the districts. 
This strongly suggest the overlying Devonian shale may have 
acted as a barrier to rising ore-fluids leading to localiza-
tion of ore at the top of the Fusselman. The Fusselman Do~ 
lomite is 7 to 1,320 feet thick in the productive districts. 
One district shows mineralization in the lower part of the 
for-mation in thick-bedded, recrystallized lLmestone and silt-
stone with 6 to 15 percent chert present. The ore-zones in 
six districts are in massive- to thick-bedded dolomite, and 
in one district in medium- to thick-bedded dolomite. The 
dolomite beds contain less than 5 percent chert. 
Predominantly fine to medium crystalline, bedded dolo-
mite occurs in the lower Paleozoic El Paso Limestone, Montoya 
Dolomite and Fusselman Dolomite. Evidence or the primary 
origin or this dolomite is thought to be indicated by 1.) the 
fine to medium crystalline and bedded character of the dolo-
mite in the formations, 2.) the widespread distribution or 
the dolomite racies in as well as outside or the studied 
mining districts, and).) the presence, in the same location, 
of overlying upper Paleozoic formations in which the carbon-
ate beds are limestone with only traces or dolomite. Primary 
origin or the dolomite is here taken to mean that dolomitiza-
tion or the carQonate sediments occurred during sedimentation 
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or during a stage of diagenesis in the lower Paleozoic. Dolo-
mitization by Tertiary, hydrothermal fluids is thought to be 
significant only on a very local scale. 
Eighty three percent of the total Paleozoic production 
from the thirteen districts is from Mississippian strata. 
Over 99 percent of the Mississippian production is from two 
of the five productive districts. Eighty six percent of the 
production is zinc, 11 percent is lead and 3 percent is cop-
per. The Mississippian is 103 to 830 feet thick in the five 
productive districts and 120 to 450 feet thick in the five 
districts with no recorded production. Production is pri-
marily from the upper part of the Mississippian sequence in 
three districts; from almost the entire, relatively thin sec-
tion in one district and from two thin ore-zones in the cen-
tral part of the . section in one district. Shale at the base 
of the overlying Pennsylvanian strata may have acted as an 
impervious caprock to ore-fluid flow, much like the · Devonian 
shale, resulting in localization of ore in same Mississippian 
strata. The productive Mississippian strata are generally 
massive- to thick-bedded limestones containing less than 5 
percent dolomite. The two very productive ore-zones consist 
primarily of grainstone with less than 5 percent chert. Less 
productive horizons appear to be mudstones and wackestone 
with up to 15 percent chert. 
Pennsylvanian strata have yielded 10 percent of the to-
tal Paleozoic production from the thirteen di~tricts. Sixty 
six percent of the Pennsylvanian production is zinc, 21 per-
cent is lead and 13 percent is copper. Three districts 
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produced 78 percent of the Pennsylvanian production. Five 
districts show more zinc than lead or copper production and 
three districts show more lead production than zinc or cop-
per. More copper than zinc or lead is produced £rom one or 
the districts. The Pennsylvanian strata are 560 to 2,440 
feet thick in the nine productive districts and 180 to 1,375 
feet thick in the three districts which have no known Penn-
sylvanian production. 
The ore-zones are relatively thin and randomly spaced 
throughout the sections. The l~estone host-rock contains 
less than 5 percent dolomite. Less than 5 percent chert is 
present in the ore-zones except in two districts where 6 to 
15 percent chert is present. Carbonate mudstones and wacke-
stones are predominant over grainstones and packstones in the 
ore-zones where recrystallization has not obscured the ori-
ginal carbonate texture. Bedding is generally medium to 
massive. Fractures are abundant to sparse in the ore-zone 
rocks. 
Only very minor production is recorded from the Permian 
strata in one district. This production is from the lower 
part of a 228 £oot thick Permian section from medium- to 
thin-bedded, intraclastic, grainstone conglomerate and clay-
stones. The ore is primarily zinc with some lead and copper. 
Figure 32 shows in graph for.m that primarily lead has 
been produced from the dominantly dolomite host-rocks of the 
lower Paleozoic while zinc has been the major base-metal pro-
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Note : The lines connecting the dots between different 
strata are for illustration purposes and indicate 
only that the interconnected dots ore values for 
like things. The values indicated by the dots 
for each strata are discrete and not port of o 







Tot a I Copper-Lead-Zinc Production 
(in Million Pounds) 
Figure 32 Percent of total copper, lead and zinc produced versus total production of 
copper-lead-zinc from Paleozoic strata. Data compiled from Table 2 for 
thirteen mining districts in southwestern New Mexico. 
This same rigure shows the total base-metal production ror 
the Paleozoic strata. 
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Several ractors besides chance occurrences could influ-
ence the apparent favorability or dolomite ror lead-rich re-
placement deposits and limestone for zinc-rich replacement 
deposits. A chemical control by the host-rock could cause 
zinc to be more readily deposited in limestone while lead de-
position is favored. in dolomite. Assuming ore-fluids move up-
ward through a stratigraphic column, it would appear this is 
an example or reverse metal zoning over the entire study area. 
The abundance or lead in some districts might be the result 
or no recorded zinc production in the late 1800's and early 
1900's. Jicha (1954a, p.65, Table 6) shows one such example 
or this at the Cooks Peak district where no , recorded produc-
tion or zinc is given until 1912 although the district became 
active in 1880. This may represent a change in the character 
or the deposits as mines reached deeper levels, no economic 
demand for zinc metal during the early years or district pro-
duction, lack or mill racilities to treat zinc ores during 
early years or early records on zinc were not kept or lost. 
The large zinc production from the Central and Magdalena 
districts bias the percent figures in Figure 32. This bias 
is eliminated when only the number or occurrences or zinc-
and lead-rich deposits is examined as shown in Figure 33. 
This figure shows the same basic trend as shown in Figure 32 
with about 67 percent of the upper Paleozoic occurrences 
being richer in zinc than lead and about 87 percent of the 
•Pb>Zn>Cu oZn>Pb>Cu ~Cu>Zn>Pb 
+ Pb >Cu > Zn +Zn>Cu>Pb 
DISTRICT TOTAL ~ 0 + • + D D D + • • D D 
Permian + + 
Pennsylvanian ~ D + 0 D D + • D D 
Mississippian 0 0 + • 0 0 
Devonian 
Fusselman Dol. • + 0 • • + • • • 
Montoya Dol. • + 0 + • 
El Paso Lms. • + + + 
Bliss ss. 
New Magdaleno Honsonburg Hermosa Kingston Pinos Swartz Central Cooks Organ Victoria Son Tres STRATA 
Placers Altos Peak Simon Hermanos TOTAL 
Figure 33 Relative base-metal production from replacement deposits in Paleozoic strata in thirteen mining districts in 
southwestern New Mexico. 
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1~ 
lower Paleozoic deposits being richer in lead than zinc. 
The amount of copper in all the Paleozoic strata is 
generally low as shown in Figure 32. Several exceptions do 
occur where copper is the second most important metal as 
shown in Figure 33. In the New Placers district copper is 
the most abundant of the three base-metals. 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STRATIGRAPHY, TERTIARY INTRUSIVE 
BODIES AND POTENTIAL AREAS OF HYDROTHERMAL 
REPLACEMENT BODIES 
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Because of the striking relationship of intrusive bodies 
to mining districts in New Mexico and elsewhere in the western 
United States and in the world~ a brief discussion is given 
here on the number of known Laramide age intrusive bodies or 
stock-like form and presence of Paleozoic stratigraphic hori-
zons favorable to hydrother.mal replacement. 
The intrusion of intermediate to felsic igneous bodies 
during the Laramide orogeny is generally believed to have 
coincided or slightly preceded the ore deposition at almost 
all the mining districts in New Mexico (Lindgren, 1933; 
Schmitt, 1933; and Kottlowski and others, 1969). The close 
association between Laramide intrusives and mining districts 
in the Basin and Range Province and the middle Western United 
States is discussed by Stringham (1958) and Jerome and Cook 
(1967) and Doraibabu and Proctor (1973). 
Belt (1960) questions that the exposed intrusives in 
three typical districts in southwest New Mexico are the 
direct source of the ore deposits. Jerome and Cook (1967) 
and Doraibabu and Proctor (1973) believe the relation between 
age of intrusion and age of alteration and mineralization 
strongly supports a common origin of both the igneous and 
hydrother.mal activity. This also suggests a close genetic 
relation between metallogenic and petrologic provinces. 
The area of aouthwest New Mexico shown in Figure 34, 
southwest of the Colorado Plateau~ is approximately 35~300 
.. Outcrop of intermediate to felsic 
1 igneous intrusive rocks of Lat-e ~ 
1350 Creta~eous to Tertiary a~e. 
M/ Locatton of studied minin~ district 
at tip of leader line. 
/Location of studied unmmerolized N 




































Figure 34 Outcrop pattern in southwest New Mexico igneous intrusive rocks (Adapted 
from Dane and Bachman, 1965). 
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square miles. This region contains the thirteen studied dis-
tricts. Within this area# the state geologic map of New Mexico 
(Dane and Bachman# 1965# 1:500#000 map scale) shows 157 out-
crops or dikes and sills, 33 outcrops or stock-like bodies and 
1 batholith all of intermediate to felsic igneous rocks or Late 
Cretaceous to Tertiary age. Of the 331 stocklike outcrops, 258 
each cover an area of less than one square mile, 65 cover an 
area of 1 to almost 10 square miles, 5 cover an area of 10 to 
a~ost 20 square miles# 1 covers an area or approximately 20 
square miles and 2 cover an area or approximately 30 square 
miles. Figure 34 is modiried from Dane and Bachman (1965) and 
as limited by the small map scale shows the distribution of 
most or these 489 outcrops. 
Nine or the thirteen studied districts have Laramide 
intrusives of at least one-halr square mile surface exposure 
present within each district and within one mile or the pro-
ductive deposits. The remaining rour districts or Victoria, 
Swartz, Hermosa and Hansonburg do not have a stock-like intru- ··· 
sive exposed within one mile of the productive replacement 
deposits although small dikes of intermediate composition are 
exposed either at the surface near the mines or in the mine 
workings. The Victorio district is the most isolated rram 
outcrops of stock-like bodies with the nearest outcrop being 
nearly twenty five miles away. Small stock-like bodies or 
less than one half square mile exposure occur over one mile 
but less than three miles from the replacement deposits at 
Swartz, Her.mos~ and Hansonburg. 
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Jerome and Cook (1967) show approximately 85 districts 
with gold, silver, copper, lead and zinc production occur 
within the study area. By comparing Jerome and Cook's dis-
trict location map to Figure 34 it is estimated that 45 o£ 
these districts are closely associated with intrusive bodies. 
This number is probably greater as some o£ the districts are 
associated with intrusives o£ small size usually not shown on 
the state geologic map at 1:500,000 scale. Mineralization oc-
curs within the stocks and surrounding volcanics and Paleo-
zoic and Cretaceous sediments as veins and replacement bodies. 
It has been shown in this report that Paleozoic carbon-
ate sediments constitute the major host-rock £or lead and 
zinc deposits in New Mexico and that these deposits are gen-
erally associated with larger Laramide intrusive bodies. A 
detailed discussion o£ the areal distribution o£ the six pro-
ductive Paleozoic strata within the study area is given in an 
earlier section or this report. 
In summary this distribution is as £ollows. All six o£ 
the productive Paleozoic strata are present in the southern 
hal£ o£ the area except over the Burro upli£t. Here older 
strata are missing over less area than progressively younger 
strata (Figures 7, 8, 9, 11 and 12). The Fusselman Dolomite 
is not present in the west one .-rourth o£ the south hal£ of' 
the area (Figure 9). TheEl paso Limestone, Montoya Dolomite 
and Fusselman Dolomite pinch out to the north leaving only 
the Mississippian, Pennsylvanian and Permian strata present 
in the north hal£ o£ the are~ ·~ .(Figure 5) • 
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The Mississippian strata also pinch out to the north there-
fore they are present only in the southwest part or the nor-
thern area. The Pennsylvanian strata are missing over the 
Pennsylvanian Pedernal uplift along the northeast boundary 
or the area. 
If the wide distribution of the only slightly productive 
Permian strata are excluded from consideration then slightly 
more than 90 percent or the study area is underlain by Pale-
ozoic strata which have been shown to be productive when the 
right conditions for hydrothermal mineralization have oc-
curred. Although much or the area is underlain by these 
strata only approximately 14.5 percent of the study area is 
occupied by exposures or Paleozoic str,ata (Figure 35). Ex-
posures or Precambrian rocks are estimated to cover 1.5 per-
cent of the area; Cretaceous and Triassic sediments, 1.0 
percent; Laramide intrusives, 1.0 percent; Tertiary and Qua-
ternary volcanic rocks, 21.0 percent; and unconsolidated to 
partially consolidated surficial sediments or Quarternary to 
Tertiary age, 61.0 percent. 
Future exploration throughout this area for ore deposits 
in favorable Paleozoic strata not too deeply buried by young-
er strata may be more rewarding if regional stratigraphic 
data such as given in this report are used in conjunction 
with the analysis of associated intrusive bodies as suggested 
by Stringham (1958) and Doraibabu and Proctor (1973). 
T.he analysis of 107 mining districts in the Basin and 
Range province by Stringham (19$8) showed that it is 
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Figure 35 Paleozoic rock outcrop pattern in southwestern New Mexico (Adapted from 
Dane and Bachman, 1965). N-New Placers, M-Magdalena, Ha-Hansonburg , 
He-Hermosa, P-Pinos Altos, Ce-Central, Sw-Swartz, K-Kingston, CP-Cooks Peak, 
0-0rgan, V-Victorio, SS-San Simon, T-Tres Hermanas, Ca-Caballo Mts., Sac-
Sacramento Mts. 
necessary to have a large aphanite porphyry intrusive or 
intermediate to acid composition existing within two miles 
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of the exploration area in order to reasonably expect the 
existence of a significant hydrother.mal ore body. If the 
exposure of the aphanite is over 1 ,000 feet in the smallest 
dLmension the chances of encountering a large ore body is 
increased. Stringham's data indicate an 86 percent chance 
of success of finding ore if these conditions are met. Dor-
aibabu and Proctor (1973) showed that trace element anomalies 
of copper, lead and zinc and hydrothermal alteration within 
an intrusive body are spatially related to ore deposits oc-
curring in the adjacent intruded rock. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The time or finding ore deposits which outcrop at the 
earth's surface is practically aDded. Stratigraphic analysis 
appears to be one method which used in conjunction with 
other modern search methods can materially aid in locating 
subsurface hydrothermal ore deposits in southwest New Mexico 
as well as elsewhere. 
Relatively few direct literature references exist at the 
present time about stratigraphic control or hydrothe~al ore 
deposits. Most references to this subject occur in reports 
on individual districts. Little work has been done to make 
systematic observations on a regional level to evaluate the 
extent of this type of ore control. 
Local thickness trends of a particular Paleozoic sub-
division as used in this report generally show very little 
relation to local thickness trends of the other subdivisions. 
The relation of thickness trends or the individual units of 
the Paleozoic rocks compared to the location of the districts 
which have recorded production from the particular Paleozoic 
subdivision appears to be significant only for the Montoya 
Dolomite (Ordovician) and Pennsylvanian strata. The four dis-
tricts which show production from the Montoya Dolomite lie a-
long a linear trend along which the formation is thinner. Six 
of the nine districts with production from Pennsylvanian str-
ata also lie along linear trends of thinner Pennsylvanian 
strata. The Montoya Dolomite and Pennsylvanian strata repre-
sent specific examples of possible ore-control by strata 
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thickness. Based on all the data from the studied districts , 
productive strata appear to occur over thickness trends or 
thinner sediments slightly more often than along trends or 
thicker sediments. None or the thirteen mining districts oc-
cur in the central part or any or the Paleozoic sedimentary 
basins although several fall on flank areas of basins. 
The Paleozoic carbonate strata at the thirteen studied 
districts during the period from 1848 to 1959 were the major 
host-rocks for ores of lead and zinc in New Mexico. The per-
centage of the 1,853,039,473 pounds of copper, lead and zinc 
produced during this period from the Paleozoic strata is 83.0 
percent from Mississippian strata, 10.0 percent from Pennsy-
lvanian strata, 5.5 percent from Fusse~an Dolomite {Sil-
urian) and 1.5 percent from the El ·Paso Limestone {Ordovi-
cian), Montoya Dolomite (Ordovician) and Permian strata com-
bined. The Central and Magdalena districts are by far the 
largest base-metal producers from Paleozoic strata. 
The relative amount of copper produced from the Paleo-
zoic strata in the thirteen districts has been small compared 
to the amount of lead and zinc produced. Lead is the domin-
ant base-metal produced from the primarily dolomite host-rock 
of the lower Paleozoic El Paso, Montoya, and Fusse~an form-
ations. Zinc is the dominant metal produced from upper Pale-
ozoic limestone host-rock of the Mississippian, Pennsylvanian 
and Per.mian Strata. 
The exposed El Paso Limestone (Ordovician), Montoya Do-
lomite (Ordovician), Fusselman Dolomite (Silurian), 
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Mississippian strata and Pennsylvanian strata taken as a 
group contain in one place or another replacement base-metal 
ore deposits 67 percent of the time in the thirteen studied 
mining districts. 
0Verall 1 the ore-zones can be characterized as massive-
to thick-bedded with less than 5 percent chert present. Do-
lomite is the dominant host-rock in the lower Paleozoic and 
l~estone is the host-rock in ·the upper Paleozoic. Limestone 
host-rock has been the most productive from grainstones and 
packstones 1 although carbonate mudstones and wackestones are 
more canmon in less productive horizons. 
Production from generally the upper portion of the 
Fusse~an Dolomite (Silurian) and Mississippian strata may 
be partially controlled by the presence of overlying rela-
tively thick shale units which may act as imper.meable cap-
rock to rising ore-fluids thus tending to localize the ore 
deposits near the top of these units. 
The Bliss Sandstone (Cambrian-Ordovician) and Devonian 
strata have been devoid of ore-production in the thirteen 
mining districts. The quartz of the Bliss Sandstone and 
dominant shale composition of the Devonian strata are thought 
to be non-reactive with hydrothermal ore-flu~ds therefore 
making these units relatively unsuitable for replacament by 
base-metal ore minerals. The low permeability of the Devon-
ian shale also helps make it an unfavorable host-rock mat-
erial. The general lack of ore-deposits in the carbonate 
portions 0~ the widespread Permian strata is puzzling. 
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Nine or the thirteen mining districts are closely asso-
ciated with fairly large stock-like Laramide intrusives or 
intermediate to relsic composition. Three or the districts 
are less closely associated with smaller stocks and contain 
minor intrusives near the ore deposits. Only very minor in-
trusives are noted at one district. 
The 3.5,300 square mile study area appears to have excel-
lent potential for containi~g additiona·l replacement ore bo-
dies of base-metals in Paleozoic strata. Ninety percent or 
this area is underlain by Pateozoic strata which has been 
shown to be productive yet, only 14.5 percent of the area 
has Paleozoic strata exposed at the surface. Approximately 
450 Laramide intrusives of inte~ediate to felsic composition 
are shown at 1:$00,000 map scale in the same area as under-
lain by the favorable strata. The combination of favorable 
Paleozoic strata cut by a Laramide intrusive of proper size 
and character makes an ideal broad exploration target in this 
area where cover by younger rocks is not too thick for eco-
nomic mining operations. 
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APPENDIX 
Stratigraphic Position of Collected Samples 
The .following 14 pages show in diagram.atic :form the 
stratigraphic position of each of the 360 samples collected 
.from the sections in the 13 studied mining districts and 
the 2 sections in areas o:r no known economic mineralization. 
The diagrams on these pages are all to the same scale. The 
stratigraphic position of the ore-zones are also shown. 
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Location of ore-zones and Collected Samples With Respect to 
Formational Boundaries in the New Placers District, New Mexico. 
1 2 3 
Permian Abo Fln 
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3 Formation 4 Relative formation thick-
ness and location of ore-
zones (solid black bar) . 
5 Sample position and num-
ber . A thin section was 
made of the sample if the 







































Location of ore -zones and Collected Samples With Respect to 
Formational Boundaries in the Magdalena District 6 New Mexico. 
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bocation or ore-zones and Collected Samples With Respect To 
Formational in the Hansonburg District, New Mexico. 
1 2 3 
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ness and location or ore-
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5 Sample position and number. 
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Location of ore-zones and Collected Samples With Respect To 
Formational Boundaries in the Hermosa District, New Mexico. 
1 2 3 4 
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zones (solid black bar). 
Possible ore-zone shown by 
dashed line. 
Sample position and number. 0 
A thin section was made of Vertical Scale 
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Location or ore-zones and Collected Samples With Respect to · 
Formational Boundaries in the Pinos Altos and Kingston 
Districts, New Mexico. 
1 Group 








. Relative format1on thick-
ness and location of ore-
zones (solid black bar). 
Possible ore-zone shown 
by dashed line. 
Sample position and num-
ber. A thin section was 
made of the sample if the 
number is followed by a 
"T". 
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Location or ore-zones and Collected Samples With Respect to 
Formational Boundaries in the Swartz District, New Mexico. 
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Location or ore-zones and Collected Samples With Respect to 
Formational Boundaries in the Central District, New Mexico. 
1 2 3 4 5 
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ness and Location or ore-
zones (Solid black bar). 
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Location or ore-zones and Collected Samples With Respect to 
Formational Boundaries in the Cooks Peak, New Mexico. 
1 2 3 
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Location or ore-zones and Collected Samples With Respect to 
Formational Boundaries in the Organ District, New Mexico 
1 2 3 4 5 
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Location of ore-zones and Collected Samples With Respect to 
Formational -Boundaries in the Tres Her.manas District~ New Mexieo. 
Age Formation 3 4 
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Location of ore-zones and Collected Samples With Respect to 
Formational Boundaries in the Victorio District, New Mexico. 
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Location of ore-zones and Collected Samples With Respect to 
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Location or ore-zones and Collected Samples With Respect to 
Formational Boundaries in the Caballo Mountains, N.ew Mexico. 
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Location or ore-zones and Collected Samples With Respect to 
Formation Boundaries in the Sacramento Mountains, New Mexico. 
Age Formation Member 4 
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Relative formation thickness and location or ore-zones. 
Sample position and number. A thin section was made of 
the sample if the number is followed by a "T". 
